
ID Competition program LOT Type of project

Priority sector for 

culture and arts
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to 100 words)
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from UCF (in UAH)

3INC11-0086 Inclusive Arts

LOT 1 Supporting artists 

with disabilities  Individual Visual arts

Creating and 

distributing double 

artbook «Nine Lives 

of Tradition. Corset 

and Postmodernism» The aim of this progect is

CHARITABLE 

ORGANIZATION «CHARITY 

FOUNDATION «KHARKIV 

WITH YOU» 156000 156000

3INC11-0123 Inclusive Arts

LOT 1 Supporting artists 

with disabilities  Individual

Cultural and 

Creative Industries

Accessibility of 

"Republic” festival for 

the artists with 

disabilities.

The Republic Festival has adopted extensive inclusivity 

adaptation measures, including:  •  provision of festival 

venues for artists with disabilities;  •  increasing the 

accessibility of the festival for people with disabilities;   •  

And conducting the all-Ukrainian contest for artists with 

disabilities, providing the winners with opportunities to 

develop intellectual creativity as well as fostering access to 

cultural and artistic heritage, therefore disseminating an 

inclusive social model to the community.

NGO "Khmelnytskyi 

regional youth public 

association "Territory" 828780 828780

3INC11-0283 Inclusive Arts

LOT 1 Supporting artists 

with disabilities  Individual

Cultural and 

Creative Industries

Inclusive residence 

"Let's rejoice 

together"

The inclusive Residence "Let's rejoice together" is a space 

for the development of persons with disabilities through 

the use of art therapy, animation therapy in social, 

psychological rehabilitation, aimed at the development of 

the individual, as a space for ideas, social projects, 

collaboration for creative people with special needs, where 

you can do art projects, for poets - to create a creative 

evening, for artists - an exhibition of paintings, embroidery 

or clothing design. Art-therapeutic (painting and music) 

and animally-therapeutic sessions are held and residency 

(facilitated by creativity) is given to persons with 

disabilities involved in the creative process.

«YOUTH ORGANIZATION 

OF WAR (ATO) VETERANS, 

DISABILITIES «STRINGS OF 

HEART». 993860 993860

3INC11-0953 Inclusive Arts

LOT 1 Supporting artists 

with disabilities  Individual

Перформативне 

та сценічне 

мистецтво

Theatre festival The 

Way - platform for 

inclusive theatre 

development

Inclusive festival the Way – is unique event, which is 

holded in Lviv since 2000 and is discovering new talents in 

theatre inclusive art. In frame of this project we are 

planning to hold 15th festival and bring to Ukraine best 

practices and best inclusive theatre performances, while 

festival is the member of international community of 

inclusive theatre art, where are theatre groups from 

Poland, Bilorus, Russia, Germanu, Lithuania, Latvia etc.

Charitable organization 

Art & Therapeutic Center 

„Unbeaten Path” 357400 357400



3INC11-1317 Inclusive Arts

LOT 1 Supporting artists 

with disabilities  Individual

Перформативне 

та сценічне 

мистецтво

Social-Artistic Event 

“Destined for 

Happiness”

Social-Artistic Event “Destined for Happiness” is a 

theatrical performance involving, whose members are 

disabled artists and integrated groups.  This year event 

“Destined for Happiness” restores its international status, 

having invited integrated theatrical groups from Belarus, 

Lithuania, Latvia and Poland to participate. Ukraine will be 

represented by the theatres from Kyiv, Lutsk, Lviv, Odesa, 

Rivne, Sumy, Kharkiv and Kherson.  The goal of the event is 

to detect and develop the creative potential of children 

and youth with special needs in their psychophysical and 

intellectual development, as well as to popularize the 

original art of this category of people and integrate them 

into the world culture and society.

Charity organization 

“Charity international 

foundation “PAREA” 955290 955290

3INC11-1728 Inclusive Arts

LOT 1 Supporting artists 

with disabilities  Individual

Перформативне 

та сценічне 

мистецтво "POETRY OUTSIDE"

Creation of the theatrical play "POETRY ABROAD", based 

on real events, based on the stories of people with 

disabilities and the story "Alice in the Country See" by L. 

Carroll. Expand the audience of consumers of a cultural 

product created by artists with disabilities.

Individual entrepreneur 

HRYNYSHYN GALYNA 

ANTONIVNA 953650 953650

3INC11-2621 Inclusive Arts

LOT 1 Supporting artists 

with disabilities  Individual Visual arts

Inclusive Graffiti 

Festival

Graffiti is an image or inscription scratched, written or 

painted on walls and other public surfaces. They have long 

been perceived by the progressive society as one of 

contemporary art directions not completely motivated by 

institutional environment. As it is known, the art have long 

got out on the street in the form of sculptures, wall 

paintings, happenings, performances or site-specific art, 

which cannot be said about disabled people who 

unfortunately remain in Ukraine in the “blind spot”. In this 

connection, an idea emerged to create a “total happening” 

which would enable disabled people to become visible – by 

turning them into graffiti makers, performers, artists. With 

spray paints in hand, they could move around the city 

streets (with the help of volunteers if needed) and express 

themselves visually, leaving their messages on public space 

walls, e.g. put paint marks on those road sections which 

are not equipped for the disabled and are an 

insurmountable obstacle on their way. Thus, the event 

would transform into an illustrative, research and 

educational, arts inclusive festival capable of drawing 

attention to the issue. In addition to the above described 

event, the project involves a summary exhibition at 

Dnipropetrovsk Art Museum, a printed catalogue and 

installation “Handrails” by contemporary artist Daniil 

Galkin. After the exhibition the items making up the 

installation will be handed over and installed in the 

apartments of people who are in need of the handrails. To 

quote the great concept artist Joseph Boise, who 

Pridneprovskiy Barvinok 

NGO 990000 990000



3INC11-3541 Inclusive Arts

LOT 1 Supporting artists 

with disabilities  Individual Visual arts

Creative Hub 

"Enchanted Desna"

A cultural and creative hub is created with the involvement 

of artists from the Chernihiv region of different cultural 

sectors: music, theater, painting, literary affairs and more. 

The Hub includes: - a series of masterclasses for people 

with disabilities; preparation and holding of the Enchanted 

Desna Cultural Inclusive Art Festival. Thanks to the use of 

the latest innovative technologies, we create a unique 

inclusive product that reveals the creative and creative 

potential of artists with disabilities, building on the cultural 

heritage of Alexander Dovzhenko and giving it a new vision.

NON-GOVERNMENTAL 

ORGANIZATION 

"PARENTS' VOICE" 562950 533650

3INC11-3545 Inclusive Arts

LOT 1 Supporting artists 

with disabilities  Individual Visual arts

Performance 

experiment «Me and 

someone else or how 

inclusion works»

Research on the topic of inclusion, the level of tolerance, 

as well as the ways of destigmatization by the means of 

theatrical art in the process of forming relationships during 

joint creative activity and living of people with disabilities 

as a result of intellectual disabilities (ID), participants of 

the social-interactive theater of СA "Djerela" and students 

of IOHE to create a performance based on the participants' 

own experiences and subsequent impressions. To create a 

script for the play, an on-site inclusive theater training will 

be conducted using theatrical techniques of participatory 

theater, during which students and participants with 

disabilities will live together, participate in creative 

activities and make a diary of observation "Me and 

someone else", where they will record their experiences 

relationships that will form the basis of the script. Later, a 

physical theater training will be held during which 

participants will explore the subject through plastic action. 

A study report will be presented on the peculiarities of the 

dynamics of the personal level of tolerance and the 

peculiarities of students' stigmatizing attitudes towards 

people with disabilities due to ID in the process of joint 

creative activity and residence. It is also planned to shoot 

and edit 2 videos (project implementation and created 

production). Dissemination of videos and reports in mass 

media, social networks and among 116 partner 

organizations.

“Djerela” Charity 

Association for 

Persons with Intellectual 

Disabilities 74872000 748720

3INC11-3566 Inclusive Arts

LOT 1 Supporting artists 

with disabilities  Individual

 Literature and 

publishing

It is possible to touch 

the word

The Book of Selected Works, "Touch the Words Is 

Possible," which will be available in various accessible 

formats for people with disabilities and which will be 

spread throughout Ukraine, will cover the achievement of 

artists of the Rivne region who have disabilities, in order to 

improve public perception, overcome stereotypes and 

stimulate public interest. to inclusive art. Our project will 

support social and artistic initiatives of people with 

disabilities of the Rivne region who could not bring them to 

life, will be able to self-actualize, socialize, take a step 

forward, find themselves in literature, present their works 

to a wide range of readers.

all-Ukrainian NGO 

"Generation of Successful 

Action" 873000 873000



3INC11-3586 Inclusive Arts

LOT 1 Supporting artists 

with disabilities  Individual Audial arts

“About everything in 

the world before 

Christmas“: audio 

recording of the 

concert program of 

the “Sonido” 

ensemble and the 

vocal ensemble 

“Consonans”

The project is a recording and presentation of the audio CD 

of the ready inclusive concert program "About Everything 

in the World Before Christmas" by the ensemble "Sonido" 

and the vocal ensemble "Consonans". The aim of the 

project is to record and promote the creativity of artists 

with disabilities. The result is 100 copies.

FOP Skilsky Yuriy 

Nikolaevich 690426,42 690426,42

3INC11-3592 Inclusive Arts

LOT 1 Supporting artists 

with disabilities  Individual Audiovisual Arts

YOUCINEMA inclusive 

filmmaking workshop

16 children aged 12 to 14 from different regions of Ukraine 

(including 8 hearing impaired children) will gather in Kiev 

to attend an inclusive filmmaking workshop and create a 

collection of the short films they make. For 14 days, well-

known Ukrainian filmmakers, screenwriters, cameramen 

and actors, as well as inclusive teachers, will give children 

the opportunity to experience personal development, 

social integration and tolerance. The collection of films 

made by the young creators will be screened at the 

Zhovten Cinema. Let`s Grow Healthy 992440 992440

3INC11-3642 Inclusive Arts

LOT 1 Supporting artists 

with disabilities  Individual

Cultural and 

Creative Industries

The Talent Without 

Borders" - 2020

The Talent Without Borders" - 2020 Open Festival is a 

three-day event for children and adults with disabilities, as 

well as parents raising children and young people with 

disabilities.   Will be presented:  Section 1 - Exhibition Art 

(nominations: painting, drawing, art photo, embroidery, 

weaving, sculpture, etc.);  Chapter 2 - Masters of the pen 

(nominations: lyrics, humor, children's poetry, patriotic 

lyrics);  Section 3 - The Singing Soul (nominations: 

composer art, songwriting, vocals, instrumental 

performance, dance, fashion, circus and theatrical arts);   

Enhancement of the official website of the Project aimed at 

supporting the creativity of people with disabilities and 

cultural products for people with disabilities and their 

families

Public organization of 

persons with disabilities 

"Vidguk". 870951 833451



3INC11-4510 Inclusive Arts

LOT 1 Supporting artists 

with disabilities  Individual

Перформативне 

та сценічне 

мистецтво "Arts for All"

The project is planned to: -create a theater club for people 

with disabilities; -with the participation of a psychologist 

and a distinguished artist of Ukraine, write a scenario of 

the play that will take into account the opportunities of the 

club members and formulate before them tasks that will 

stimulate the development of new skills; -with the 

participation of actors of the theater club: deliver an 

inclusive performance; make a social video about the 

activities of the theater club, disseminate to promote the 

involvement of people with disabilities in culture and the 

arts; make and distribute two videos to promote tolerance 

of people with disabilities in society; - write methodical 

materials "Regulation and stabilization of emotional state 

through changing social roles while participating in 

theatrical productions". In order to present the results of 

the activity, a two-day Inclusive Art Festival will be held, 

presenting a theatrical performance, three videos, creative 

work by artists with disabilities, creative meetings and 

workshops.

Public organization 

"Zhytomyr Regional Fund 

of Social Protection of 

Disabled People" 937444 937444

3INC11-4690 Inclusive Arts

LOT 1 Supporting artists 

with disabilities  Individual

Перформативне 

та сценічне 

мистецтво

Rehabilitation 

Theater: game for 

healing

Creation  working-model of Rehabilitation Theater for 

participants in hostilities in eastern Ukraine. Combination 

methods of psychological rehabilitation and technologies 

of modern play theater (creative and structural 

improvisation, documentary monologues, etudes, etc.). 

Digital recording of the main stages of work and the 

creation of a documentary.   Expected results: 1) Creation 

performance «The Complete Works of William 

Shakespeare (Abridged)»  by A.Long, D.Singer, and 

J.Winfield. Maximum employment of military personnel 

with PTS and disabled persons in all areas of the project 

(acting, administration, creating scenery, costumes …). 2) 

Creating a documentary capturing the main steps and 

methods of work 3) Promotion of the experience of 

theater's rehabilitation in Ukraine LTD “TOTEM FILM STUDIO” 999930,14 999930,14

3INC11-4972 Inclusive Arts

LOT 1 Supporting artists 

with disabilities  Individual Visual arts

“The art of 

overcoming”

The project “The art of overcoming” will help people with 

special needs to integrate into modern society, master 

moneymaking and creative job – photographer, contribute 

to their active involvement into cultural life though 

popularization of photography as an art. With the help of 

senior students’ exhibition, we plan to attract attention of 

society to the inward of a person with special needs, 

his\her inner worries and perception of environment, and 

also unleash the potential and give the possibility to fulfill 

the professional and creative realization.

SOCIAL ORGANIZATION 

"SAKRUM" 760410 760410



3INC11-4995 Inclusive Arts

LOT 1 Supporting artists 

with disabilities  Individual Visual arts

festival of unique 

ideas «STA☆RT»

Creation of an information platform for mastering the skills 

of making a cultural product and developing his talent, 

through master classes and trainings from leading 

specialists of Ukraine in the specialized fields. Creation of a 

competitive product and its realization on such sites as: E-

bay, Etsy, Facebook and Instagram. Promoting the 

development of inclusive art at the national level, with 

mandatory monitoring and performance. To improve the 

perception of the society of people with disabilities and to 

attract the attention of all segments of the population to 

inclusive art and together overcome the profitable crisis in 

this segment. Project Summary: The main goal of the STA 

☆ RT Unique Ideas Festival is to provide skilled assistance 

in developing the creative abilities of children and young 

people with disabilities in the Kyiv region. Most adults, 

children, and young people with disabilities do not have 

information about the latest methods and technologies 

that can help turn a hobby into a business project that can 

help you realize yourself in society despite obstacles.  The 

project involves the involvement of online marketing 

speakers, top video bloggers and masters of art history to 

hold creative labs and events with festival participants and 

parents raising children with disabilities. Project inclusivity: 

This festival will open up new perspectives for people with 

disabilities, allow them to acquire new knowledge, 

improve their already acquired skills and find new friends. 

It is a great motivation not to stop halfway, but to finish 

the matter and, as a result, arrange a public display of your 

Municipal Children's 

Recreation and Recreation 

Institution of Karapyshiv 

Village Council "Zoryany" 877768 877768

3INC11-5014 Inclusive Arts

LOT 1 Supporting artists 

with disabilities  Individual

Перформативне 

та сценічне 

мистецтво

The  Third All-

Ukrainian Open 

Theater Festival of 

Children and Youth 

Ensembles «Fairy 

Tales of Ukraine»

Performances, discussions, lectures and workshops 

support the theatrical art of children, include amateur 

creativity to the overall process. The selection criterion is 

artistic, so teams with children with disabilities and 

without it are given equal creative rights & opportunities 

to show their works and get a professional evaluation. 

Encourages tutors to work with children with disabilities. 

The requirements of the festival encourage local self-

government to solve the city accessibility problem. The 

fairy tale – the source of meanings & archetypes – is 

evolving. The three-day performances increase interest to 

theater in Berdiansk, the development of culture and 

tourist attractiveness of the region. «FORUM-ART» 576365,17 576365,17



3INC11-5365 Inclusive Arts

LOT 1 Supporting artists 

with disabilities  Individual

Перформативне 

та сценічне 

мистецтво

All-Ukrainian festival 

«Singing hands»

"Singing hands" is an all-Ukrainian festival devoted to the 

International Day of Sign Language. The project involving 

young performers with hearing impairment from different 

parts of Ukraine is a step towards creating an open artistic 

space. The project will contribute the development of a 

harmonious and tolerant society for the benefit of not only 

the community of the industrial city Zaporizhzhya, but also 

of Ukraine. The event will ensure the realization of citizens' 

right to creativity freedom.  The festival is a platform for 

communication of creative personalities, exchange of 

opinions, ideas, as well as development of children and 

youth with hearing impairment and other features of 

development.

Communal facility «Special 

General Educational 

Boarding School 

«Dzherelo» of 

Zaporizhzhya Regional 

Council 247440,5 247440,5

3INC11-5747 Inclusive Arts

LOT 1 Supporting artists 

with disabilities  Individual Visual arts

Cultural and artistic 

project "The joy of 

creativity is the soul"

The cultural and artistic project "The Joy of Creativity is the 

Soul" is aimed at holding an educational company and 

creating an artistic event, which will be attended by 

talented people with disabilities. The following cultural and 

artistic activities are planned to be implemented during the 

project implementation period: - Two-day All-Ukrainian 

festival of creativity of people with disabilities "Joy of 

creativity is the soul"; - Conducting master classes and 

exhibitions of decorative and applied arts; - Making a video 

about talented people with disabilities and taking photos, 

conducting an educational campaign

Non-Governmental 

Organization "People with 

Disabilities" 100000 100000

3INC11-5871 Inclusive Arts

LOT 1 Supporting artists 

with disabilities  Individual Visual arts

Good Territory Art 

Therapy Studio

Since October 2019, the art-therapeutic studio "Territory 

of Good" has started operating in Cherkasy. The project 

aims to implement 3 areas of work: 1) conducting art-

therapeutic classes for people with disabilities; 2) creation 

of practical scientific and methodological manuals with the 

results of work; 3) organizing and conducting exhibitions, 

trainings and presentations that promote creativity of 

people with disabilities. Having fulfilled the set goals, 

within the project we will be able to motivate people with 

disabilities, socialize them, show their talents and develop 

their own art-therapeutic technique with this category of 

people.

Cherkasy State 

Technological University 250000 250000



3INC11-5889 Inclusive Arts

LOT 1 Supporting artists 

with disabilities  Individual

Cultural and 

Creative Industries

LITERATURE AND ART 

FESTIVAL "SECOND 

BRUSYLIV BOOKS 

TOLOKA"

"SECOND BRUSYLIV BOOKS TOLOKA" is an one-day 

literature & art festival with the international participation 

of scientific and entertaining content, which aims to attract 

residents of territorial communities of Eastern Zhytomyr 

region to read and explore the literature and explore its 

legacy and writers; to present to the general public gifted 

young people and to encourage them for further creative 

personal development; encourage children with reading 

and nurture their love to books and literature. The 

festival's creative open space with free access is organized 

in Brusyliv Zhytomyr region — the small homeland of Ivan 

Ogienko (Metropolitan Hilarion). It has several locations: 

an exhibition area, a presentation platform with concerts, 

dramatic performances and art exhibitions, a playground 

for kids, a poetry workshop, and a scientific conference 

dedicated to the 255th anniversary of Tadeusz Chatsky.

CIVIL SOCIETY 

ORGANIZATION “NATIVE 

HOME – 

BRUSYLIVSHCHYNA” 528807 484807

3INC11-5929 Inclusive Arts

LOT 1 Supporting artists 

with disabilities  Individual Visual arts

International art 

symposium-plein air 

of people with 

disabilities "Art 

without limitations"

Formation of the image of the city of Uman as a cultural, 

educational, social, tourist, for all without limitation, by 

illuminating its beauty through the means of fine arts; 

invitation to the project of artists with disabilities from 

related sister cities, which will increase their skill level with 

the assistance of recognized masters-artists and with the 

participation of student volunteers; creation of conditions 

for realization of their own creativity, provision of services 

in complex social rehabilitation according to individual 

needs, social adaptation and integration into new cultural 

communities; coverage of an artistic event in the media, 

presentation of the creative work of artists with disabilities 

- project participants during art exhibitions and in print.

Uman city society of 

friendship with foreign 

countries 997277 985002

3INC11-5956 Inclusive Arts

LOT 1 Supporting artists 

with disabilities  Individual Audial arts

Ukrainian Inclusive 

Choir & Orchestra

The project "Ukrainian Inclusive Choir & Orchestra" is 

aimed to create a professional musical collective of 

professional   orchestras  and singers with/without 

disabilities from different regions of Ukraine. During the 

project implementation,  a concert program will be 

presented on one of  professional stages in Odessa. The 

Ukrainian director Margaryta Hrynivetska and choirmaster 

Valery Regrut will head the team and lead the musical part 

of the project. Due to its high professional level,  the  team  

will represent the highest level of music culture both 

within Ukraine and abroad, and in future may be involved 

in various artistic and social projects.

CHARITABLE 

FOUNDATION "ODESSA 

NATIONAL OPERA 

FOUNDATION" ("ODESSA 

NATIONAL OPERA 

FOUNDATION") 998917,5 998917,5

3INC11-5958 Inclusive Arts

LOT 1 Supporting artists 

with disabilities  Individual Дизайн та мода Inclusive fashion show

Inclusive Fashion Show is a fashion show with the 

participation of people with disabilities, which takes place 

under the slogan “I am Inclusive”.

Odessa Fashion Week, 

Limited 852140 852140



3INC11-6242 Inclusive Arts

LOT 1 Supporting artists 

with disabilities  Individual

Перформативне 

та сценічне 

мистецтво

Inclusive Art Space 

Cap "Action Space"

The aim of the project is to create favorable conditions for 

socialization of children / young people with disabilities 

from Lutsk and 3 oblasts (Volyn, Lviv and Kyiv) by 

increasing their access to cultural resources and cultural 

development through participation in an inclusive arts 

camp. The result of our project is the creation of a unique 

cultural product - an online platform that will contain 

scenarios of inclusive artistic performances and will be the 

result of the creative and intellectual activities of 

participants in the training on the inclusion of cultural 

inclusion.

Charity Fund "Igor Palits 

Foundation "Only 

Together" 986673 986673

3INC11-6379 Inclusive Arts

LOT 1 Supporting artists 

with disabilities  Individual Visual arts Quiet art

The aim of the project is to socialize people with hearing 

impairments by engaging in art, namely to study various 

painting techniques that will help to unlock creative 

potential. The result is an exhibition of the creative works 

of the participants.

Luhansk Taras Shevchenko 

National University 130000 130000

3INC11-6508 Inclusive Arts

LOT 1 Supporting artists 

with disabilities  Individual

Перформативне 

та сценічне 

мистецтво Kolo - Bo - Ratsio

Creation of a new immersive musical which involves the 

creative realization and collaboration of people with 

disabilities and professional artists. The play will draw 

attention to the needs of people with disabilities, 

debunking negative stereotypes. A professional team will 

help actors with disabilities gain knowledge and skills. The 

accompanying educational program will be held dedicated 

to the modern life of people with disabilities.  The musical 

will enter the repertoire of the theater and participate in 

festivals. In this way, knowledge about the opportunities 

and needs of people with disabilities to take an active part 

in cultural life will be disseminated.

IVANO-FRANKIVSK 

NATIONAL ACADEMIC 

DRAMA THEATRE NAMED 

BY IVAN FRANKO 620640 620640

3INC11-6580 Inclusive Arts

LOT 1 Supporting artists 

with disabilities  Individual Дизайн та мода

Future Without 

Borders

The aim of the project is to help disabled children with 

hearing loss, dreaming of becoming fashion designers, 

fulfill their dream: create fashion mini-collection and 

present them  at international and national fashion 

exhibitions. As a result a group of children with hearing 

loss and disabilities will gain professional skills in fashion 

design and clothing, and experience of participation in 

cultural-art projects.  Children will attain recognition of 

experts in the field and receive their recommendations on 

further professional development. They become the 

successful examples for other artists with physical 

disabilities how to achieve success. Professional teachers 

will conduct children from designing clothes to design 

embodiment and presentations of created fashion 

collections to professional communities and general public.

Fizychna osoba 

pidpryyemetsʹ PETRENKO 

Iryna Viktorivna 494562 494562



3INC11-6746 Inclusive Arts

LOT 1 Supporting artists 

with disabilities  Individual Audiovisual Arts

Creation of 

compositions by the 

method of the 

dextrocerebral 

modeling and 

production of  short 

films about this 

creation.

Creation of the composition using different constructors, 

minifigures of people, fairy-tales heroes, transport models 

and other available materials adding special effects using 

science laboratory sets.   Creation of the composition is 

divided into two parts. Each of them is separately filmed.2. 

The filmed parts are edited into a plotline. 3. The 

composition is named and a legend of the story to the 

video. 4.  Download the video to Facebook and Youtube.

"PABLIC ORGANIZATION 

"KYIV CITY ASSOCIATION 

"SUCCESS FAMILY" 387740 387840

3INC11-6833 Inclusive Arts

LOT 1 Supporting artists 

with disabilities  Individual Audiovisual Arts WE ARE ON THE AIR

"WE ARE ON THE AIR"  is a modern innovative cultural 

project in the field of inclusive audiovisual art. For the first 

time in Ukraine a cycle of children's educational cultural 

and artistic television programs with the translation into 

sign language will be created. The direct participants in the 

project are children-artists with disabilities, aged of 6 to 17 

who will act as TV presenters. The project is also aimed at 

developing the creative potential of children-artists with 

disabilities, their active involvement in cultural and artistic 

life in the country and promotion of inclusive art in 

Ukrainian society. Free access to the results of the project 

will be provided by the media space (television, media, 

Internet). The project will be presented in Kyiv and 4 

regions of Ukraine. It will be useful not only for children 

with disabilities, but also for the general public.

Public Kids Internet TV and 

Radio «Veselka TV» 979045 979045

3INC11-7015 Inclusive Arts

LOT 1 Supporting artists 

with disabilities  Individual

 Literature and 

publishing

«Memories went to 

the pages. Mykola 

Machkovsky and his 

life»

Mykola Machkivskyi has a childhood disability. But it did 

not prevent him from leading a rich, interesting, creative 

life. He keeps many events in his memory, especially from 

the literary life in Ukraine and abroad, met with famous 

people, visited interesting places. Memories of these 

events, meetings Mykola Machkivsky transferred to paper. 

This is how the book of memoirs, The Tree of Three, is 

prepared. The purpose of our project is to bring out the 

memories of Mykola Machkivsky in order to share with as 

many people as possible the invaluable information he 

possesses. This book should prove that despite the special 

conditions of life, a person can move forward, develop, 

achieve high goals, lead a busy life.

Communal Cultural 

Institution "Khmelnitsky 

Regional Literary Museum" 137000 137000

3INC11-7043 Inclusive Arts

LOT 1 Supporting artists 

with disabilities  Individual

Перформативне 

та сценічне 

мистецтво «Fortitude»

The development of inclusive art in Poltava region by 

reviving the activity of the youth amateur theatre 

"Anastasis" and their  creation of qualitative innovative 

cultural product to popularize the principles of non-

discrimination, tolerance and bulling prevention in relation 

to persons with disabilities among pupils, teachers and 

school psychologists.

Charitable organization 

"Vyhid Ye!" 569728,2 569728,2



3INC11-7129 Inclusive Arts

LOT 1 Supporting artists 

with disabilities  Individual

 Literature and 

publishing

We see the heart and 

change the world

Disability should not be the cause of inequality and 

isolation from society. Oleksandr Prylutsky is a Ukrainian 

poet, novelist, children's writer, publicist - a person with a 

disability of the first group of sight (blind). In the book the 

author uses the original style of teaching the history of 

Ukraine for teenagers in the form of adventures, which 

allows young readers to dive into the maelstrom and learn 

the history of our country. The book will be read by people 

of different categories, both visually impaired and readers 

of different noosologies. The publication will be not only 

flat-font but also adapted for reading on electronic media. 

The Golden Horseman of Alexander Prylutsky is a cultural, 

creative and intellectual product that promotes inclusion in 

the cultural field.

GROMADSKA 

ORGANIZATSIYA LYUDEI Z 

OBMEZHENYMY 

MOZHLYVOSTYAMY DEN 436580 436580

3INC11-7135 Inclusive Arts

LOT 1 Supporting artists 

with disabilities  Individual

Cultural and 

Creative Industries

Series of motivation 

trainings "Unbroken 

spirit"

The main goal of trainings is promotion of inclusive art and 

providing of practical recommendations for disabled 

people access to cultural sights and historic heritage 

places, applying the corresponding international 

experience.  Main trainings’ speaker – Mykola Podrezan 

(wheelchaired), who is continuing a brave struggle for 

inclusive Ukrainian surroundings for many years.  Trainings 

are planned in 7 cities of Ukraine, including a series of 

video-trailers, created on the basis of trainings results, for 

the Internet resources. Training consists of two blocks: 1-st 

block is dedicated to the inclusive surroundings of Ukraine; 

2-nd block is dedicated to the promotion of inclusive art in 

Ukraine, it is participated by disabled artists .  The last 

training will take part in Kyiv – the presentation of photo-

exhibition named «Unbroken spirit».

LLC «COMPANY 

«IVENTVAVILON» 988499 988499

3INC11-7252 Inclusive Arts

LOT 1 Supporting artists 

with disabilities  Individual

Cultural and 

Creative Industries

A kaleidoscope of 

inclusive talents

The essence of the project: 40 people with disabilities of 

the club "Equal Opportunities" with the support and 

participation of specialists, volunteers and partners will 

create a cultural and artistic project that presents the 

talents of artists with disabilities - participants and authors 

of authentic works of art based on inclusive Art Space and 

during the podcast  demonstration event.  Within the 

framework of the project, artists with disabilities will hold 

a series of creative meetings, workshops, seminars, based 

on the inclusive creative Art Space, which was created in 

2019 within the framework of the project “Inclusive 

Marathon“ Creativity without Restriction ”, with the 

support of UKF, and will create:  1- creative works and 

video tutorials on their production, which will be 

presented during the final round table;  2- author's fashion 

outfit for models with disabilities presented at an inclusive 

demonstration during the final event.

“Mazal Tov” Jewish 

Community Centre of 

Zaporizhzhya 850000 850000



3INC11-7300 Inclusive Arts

LOT 1 Supporting artists 

with disabilities  Individual Audial arts Life goes on

The project "Life goes on" is a recording of a music album 

of creativity of artists with cancer. Objective: To convey to 

the public the idea that creativity fills people with different 

health conditions, and creativity of cancer patients 

deserves attention, because musical creativity lacks sex, 

age and standards for health. From the Internet or radio 

stations the music of performance of different categories 

of society has the right to be heard. Results: An album of 

10 songs, performed by Cancer Artists, recorded in a 

professional studio, will be mixed and mastered and will be 

offered on rotation on FM radio, Internet radio, for 

distribution by the label and on social networks.

Sole proprietorship 

Bondarets Nadiia 362650 362650

3INC21-0256 Inclusive Arts

LOT 2 Inclusive cultural 

product  Individual Visual arts

"School for Parents 

"We Invite You to a 

Conversation'"

At the state level, we observe the absence of system of 

early diagnostics and programs that help children with 

mental disorders. Because of this, a high level of 

individualization of these children exists. The result is that 

they are not adapted to individual life in the society and 

treat their parents from the consumer's point of view. They 

do not fully reveal their own abilities either. The realization 

of the course "School for Parents 'We Invite You to a 

Conversation'" will motivate parents to lead a happy life, 

realize their inner potency, overcome a crisis through 

learning the experience of other families that have children 

with disability.

Executive Committee of 

Sumy City Counci 131600 131600

3INC21-0283 Inclusive Arts

LOT 2 Inclusive cultural 

product  Individual

Cultural and 

Creative Industries “Art Angels”

"Art Angels" is an inclusive cultural product in which art 

practices are a method of social adaptation of people with 

disabilities through the use of art therapy, animation 

therapy in  rehabilitation. "Art Angels" are aimed at the 

development of personality for the formation of ideas, 

social projects. The product unites creative people with 

special needs, because you can freely gather under the 

roof, where you can make book presentations, photo 

projects, art projects. As part of the project, art-

therapeutic (painting and music) and animal-therapy 

sessions take place and promote creativity for people with 

disabilities involved in the creative process.

«YOUTH ORGANIZATION 

OF WAR (ATO) VETERANS, 

DISABILITIES «STRINGS OF 

HEART». 499980 499980



3INC21-0482 Inclusive Arts

LOT 2 Inclusive cultural 

product  Individual

Перформативне 

та сценічне 

мистецтво

Music performance 

for childrens with 

Down Syndrome 

“How the Notes 

composed a song”

For the first time in Ukraine a special musical will be 

created for children with special needs and perceptions 

(namely for children with Down syndrome). The interactive 

performance will be created in collaboration with 

educators and psychologists of the Down Syndrome 

organization. The performance is intended first of all for 

children with the syndrome, as well as for inclusive 

audiences, parents and environment. The main purpose is 

to teach children with special needs and perceptions of 

music fundamentals, to explain how sounds are put 

together to form a melody, what “major” and “minor” is, 

and to help understand what "the duration of the sound of 

notes" is. Another goal is to prove to adults and inclusive 

audiences that children with special needs and perceptions 

are just as capable of learning as others, they just need 

new methods of presenting information: through games, 

involvement in the performance and constant repetition of 

the studied material gradually making it more complicated.

Lviv Academical Regional 

Puppet Theatre 362345 362345

3INC21-0510 Inclusive Arts

LOT 2 Inclusive cultural 

product  Individual

Перформативне 

та сценічне 

мистецтво

"The world is open to 

all"

The goal is to engage children and adolescents with 

disabilities in an accessible cultural product. Interaction of 

children with peers, development of contacts and skills in 

communication with the disabled. The project provides: 

Creation and display of interactive performances Little 

Prince for theatrical performances based on the Mariupol 

Theater. Results: 1. Creation of a performance on the basis 

of the Mariupol Puppet Theater with the participation of 

professional actors and listeners of the Studio of the First 

Mariupol Theater 2. Show performance for children with 

disabilities 3. Creating a booklet and video about the 

event, pages on the social network

Donetsk Regional Non-

Governmental 

Organization 499176 499176

3INC21-0711 Inclusive Arts

LOT 2 Inclusive cultural 

product  Individual

 Literature and 

publishing «One of us»

«One of us» – a unique edition, that gathers stories of 

women who create an inclusive cultural space of Ukraine. 

It’s author lives for 16 years with disability and want to tell 

own story. A stereotype exist that a person with disability 

has limited opportunities. Book contains 50 stories of 

women who refute it. Project will be also adapted for 

people with vision disabilities: materials have an audio 

format. Edition will refill the need for such literature, 

overcome stereotypes about women with disabilities – 

inspire, support, set an example, moral guidance, bring 

women's experience to the level of prominence. Book will 

be freely distributed between libraries,  non-governmental 

organizations that implement inclusion in the life of 

Ukrainian society.

Small Private Enterprise 

«Bukrek» 467442 467442



3INC21-0740 Inclusive Arts

LOT 2 Inclusive cultural 

product  Individual Audial arts

Radio Performance 

"Paper Soldiers"

To create a radio performance based on the book by the 

Kapranov Brothers “Paper Soldiers” about Nil Khasevych, a 

person with a disability who fought for the independence 

of Ukraine in the Ukrainian Insurgent Army.

“Gamazyn” Limited 

Liability Company 216500 216500

3INC21-0922 Inclusive Arts

LOT 2 Inclusive cultural 

product  Individual Cultural Heritage

Pinsel. Tactile 

exposure

To create a tactile exposition with copies of 9 sculptures of  

Johann Georg Pinsel, to conduct training for LNAG workers 

on interaction with blind and visually impaired visitors, to 

present the project results to museum workers of the city 

and the media. Project goals: To create an accessible 

environment for blind and visually impaired people in the 

Pinsel Museum; to turn the museum into a place of 

dialogue for all groups of visitors; to start further re-

exposition in the museum according to the principles of 

accessibility; to eradicate the stereotype that people with 

disabilities, including those with visual impairments, will 

not be interested in museums, and thus to draw public 

attention as well as attention of professional museum 

environment of Lviv to the importance of implementing 

inclusive programs in their institutions;

NON-GOVERNMENTAL 

ORGANIZATION «17» 492723 492723

3INC21-1049 Inclusive Arts

LOT 2 Inclusive cultural 

product  Individual

Перформативне 

та сценічне 

мистецтво

"Pursuing the Blue 

Bird": an inclusive 

performance.

It is expected by the project the production of the 

performance with the participation of children without 

psychophysical restrictions and children with special 

educational needs (with SEN). The purpose of the project is 

to demonstrate to the  public the creative potential of 

children with SEN, to develop their creative abilities, to 

form a tolerant attitude among the students towards their 

peers with SEN. The practical implementation of the 

project involves: selection of dramatic material 

appropriate for the performance by the children with SEN, 

selection of actors among the children for staging inclusive 

performance, acting classes for the children with SEN, 

rehearsal process, stage production. The project results in: - 

 staging of an inclusive performance; - development of 

psycho-physical apparatus of children with SEN, 

improvement of their socialization opportunities; - 

formation of high human qualities in children without 

physical limitations and increase of self-esteem of children 

with SEP; - manifestation of the principle of  equal 

opportunities for all people and, accordingly, formation of 

tolerant attitude towards children with SEN.

Department of Culture 

and Tourism of 

Zaporizhzhya City Council 491463,16 491463,16



3INC21-1049-

2 Inclusive Arts

LOT 2 Inclusive cultural 

product  Individual

Перформативне 

та сценічне 

мистецтво

"Pursuing the Blue 

Bird": an inclusive 

performance.

It is expected by the project the production of the 

performance with the participation of children without 

psychophysical restrictions and children with special 

educational needs (with SEN). The purpose of the project is 

to demonstrate to the  public the creative potential of 

children with SEN, to develop their creative abilities, to 

form a tolerant attitude among the students towards their 

peers with SEN. The practical implementation of the 

project involves: selection of dramatic material 

appropriate for the performance by the children with SEN, 

selection of actors among the children for staging inclusive 

performance, acting classes for the children with SEN, 

rehearsal process, stage production. The project results in: - 

 staging of an inclusive performance; - development of 

psycho-physical apparatus of children with SEN, 

improvement of their socialization opportunities; - 

formation of high human qualities in children without 

physical limitations and increase of self-esteem of children 

with SEP; - manifestati

Department of Culture 

and Tourism of 

Zaporizhzhya City Council 491463,16 491463,6

3INC21-1302 Inclusive Arts

LOT 2 Inclusive cultural 

product  Individual Cultural Heritage

ABOVE THE CITY - 

INCLUSIVE TOURUSM

Thanks to the project Above the City, a miniature copy of 

the Kharkiv district will be displayed in Kharkiv, which is 

discussed as a pedestrian and parts of neighborhoods in 

the form of a metal monument with Braille and FB app in 

augmented reality.     The project is aimed at enhancing the 

tourist attractiveness of Kharkiv, accessibility, and 

interactivity of the city for children, Kharkiv, people with 

disabilities and should strengthen the dialogue on 

preservation of architectural monuments and city 

accessability.

International Charity 

Foundation "Germany-

Ukraine Partners Network" 500000 500000



3INC21-1326 Inclusive Arts

LOT 2 Inclusive cultural 

product  Individual

 Literature and 

publishing

"Rankova Book's 

Therapy"

The cycle of book-therapeutic measures for children with 

Cancer, who are hospitalized in specialized medical 

institutions of Ukraine. The project involves meetings of 

children with children's writers, presentations of new 

children's books from the publishing house of children's 

literature "Ranok", involvement of children in interactive 

mini-performances based on books presented, and holding 

workshops on the production of personal toys-heroes of 

the books in question during presentations and drawing. In 

the mini-performances, the role of book characters will be 

performed by "hospital clowns". There are two separate 

programs for two age groups (3 to 9 years, 10 to 17 years). 

In addition, "hospital clowns" will help children create their 

own toys and drawings. At the end of the program, each 

child will receive a new edition presented as a gift. The 

project will be implemented in 10 medical institutions, in 6 

cities of Ukraine. In addition, in the medical institutions, on 

the basis of play rooms created by the partners of the 

project - Tablets Charitable Foundation, "Book Therapy 

Laboratories" will be launched, which will list new, 

interesting children's books and interactive games 

published in the publishing house " Ranok". The 

laboratories will be located at each of the participating 

healthcare facilities.

Ranok Publishing Co. 

House LTD, Limited 

Liability Company 499922,3 499922,3

3INC21-1623 Inclusive Arts

LOT 2 Inclusive cultural 

product  Individual

Cultural and 

Creative Industries

"Workshop of 

opportunities "We 

are together!"

Creation of a creative workshop for providing psychological 

support and adaptation in the treatment of patients of the 

Cherkasy Regional Center of Pediatric Oncohematology (at 

KNP "Cherkasy Regional Oncological Dispensary of the 

Cherkasy Regional Council") by conducting classes on art 

therapy, fairy-therapy, music therapy and hippotherapy. 

Helping children suffering from cancer go through trials in 

the treatment of cancer not alone, but receiving qualified 

psychological help and human support. Even in the most 

difficult and painful life situation, it is important to know 

and feel that you are not alone! 20 art therapy sessions, 20 

music therapy sessions, 20 fairytale therapy sessions and 

20 hypotherapy sessions are planned for approximately 

150 patients at the Regional Center for Pediatric Oncology 

and Hematology.

Children’s charitable fund 

"Give a child the world" 497480 497480



3INC21-1700 Inclusive Arts

LOT 2 Inclusive cultural 

product  Individual

Cultural and 

Creative Industries

Studio of inclusive 

professional 

education “SPRING”. 

Brief: SPRING Studio

The project’s aim is to create skill networks in teaching 

children with special educational needs in Brovary, Kyiv 

region the simplest professions and the development of 

creative entrepreneurship, by organizing and conducing at 

least two skill networks during the summer / autumn 2020 

on the basis of Inclusive-resource center. The project’s 

results are the creation of SPRING Studio and the 

preparation for professional skills training and the 

selection of future profession by at least 30 children. There 

was conducted a children's holiday to attract the public 

attention to problems of children with special needs and to 

select candidates for study. After the implementation of 

the project, the Studio will continue its work.

Inclusive-resource Center 

of Brovary City Council of 

Kyiv region 499457,89 499457,89

3INC21-1964 Inclusive Arts

LOT 2 Inclusive cultural 

product  Individual

 Literature and 

publishing

An interactive 

coloring book of 

Ukrainian fairytales 

with Braille and sound

The project "Interactive coloring book of fairytales with 

Braille and Sound" The aim of the project is to create an 

innovative book for inclusive populations, namely visually 

impaired people (partially sighted or blind people). 

Results: Creation of 500 copies of books; Distribution of 

books to the Inclusive-Resource Centers of Kyiv and Kyiv 

Oblasts, charitable foundations ("Tablets", UNISEF) to the 

educational departments (and they will distribute books to 

schools, kindergartens, orphanages, etc.). Presentation of 

the book in the departments of education in Kyiv. Fastbind Ukraine LLC 498225 498225

3INC21-2005 Inclusive Arts

LOT 2 Inclusive cultural 

product  Individual Cultural Heritage

The history of the 

touch: Chyhyryn 

fortress

The project "The history of the touch: Chyhyryn fortress» 

will be made for people who are visually challenged to 

allow them to reach monuments of Chyhyryn without any 

obstacles. The first object adapted to such needs will be 

created in Chyhyrynschyna.  This object will represent the 

history-cultural heritage of our land. It will be the bronze 

model of Chyhyryn fortress of 1678. The model (70 Х 140 

sm, a scale of 1:250) will have signature texts in Universal 

Design and QR-code. It will be installed on a stone stand in 

a specially equipped place on the Zamkova hill in Chyhyryn.

Charity Fund of the social 

development of the 

National historical-cultural 

reserve "Chyhyryn" 399112 399112

3INC21-2052 Inclusive Arts

LOT 2 Inclusive cultural 

product  Individual Cultural Heritage

A Inclusive Museum 

in Ostroh Castle

The project aims to demonstrate the multifaceted 

development of Ukrainian art and to form an 

understanding of the process of development of Ukrainian 

culture for people with disabilities in Ostroh Castle. Due to 

the strengthening of the existing audio guide in the 

museum (English, Polish and Tiflokom commentary in 

Ukrainian), creation of tactile copies of exhibits, a guide to 

the museum for the blind, a guide for the visually 

impaired, a guide with adapted text for people with 

hearing impairment in Ukrainian. Holding an Inclusive 

Museum Forum to present the results.

Public institution «Ostroh 

State Historical and 

Cultural Reserve» 493034 493034

3INC21-2205 Inclusive Arts

LOT 2 Inclusive cultural 

product  Individual

 Literature and 

publishing

The Braille school 

library. Edition of a 

set of books.

It is planned to select, adapt, prepare and publish a set of 

books in the Braille School Library series Bibkolektor Ltd 499345 499345



3INC21-2205-

2 Inclusive Arts

LOT 2 Inclusive cultural 

product  Individual

 Literature and 

publishing

The best examples of 

contemporary and 

classic literature for 

the visually impaired. 

Publication of a set of 

books

It is planned to select, prepare and issue a set of books for 

the visually impaired so that they can read without 

restriction in the selection of books Bibkolektor Ltd 449907 449907

3INC21-2205-

3 Inclusive Arts

LOT 2 Inclusive cultural 

product  Individual

 Literature and 

publishing

The best examples of 

contemporary and 

classic literature for 

the visually impaired. 

Publication of a set of 

books

It is planned to select, prepare and issue a set of books for 

the visually impaired so that they can read without 

restriction in the selection of books Bibkolektor Ltd 449907 449907

3INC21-2235 Inclusive Arts

LOT 2 Inclusive cultural 

product  Individual Cultural Heritage

Touch of  Trypillia 

inclusive exhibition 

for visually impaired 

people

Design and creation of an exhibition within one museum 

hall, which will help people with visual impairments to get 

acquainted with the artifacts and art of Trypillian culture. 

The project plans to create copies of typical artifacts that 

vividly represent this archeological culture (clay plastic, 

utensils, house models). It is important to note that all 

items will be secured appropriately, enabling visitors to 

touch their shape, ornament, weight, andmore. Special 

areas with embossed ornamentation, traditionally used by 

Trypillians to decorate their dishes,dwellings, etc.,will be 

especially emphasized. Also, thanks to the reproduced 

toolsthe visitors willbe ableto trytheir skill in ancient crafts.

StateHistoricalandCultural

Reserve “TrypilliaCulture” 145930 145930

3INC21-2325 Inclusive Arts

LOT 2 Inclusive cultural 

product  Individual Cultural Heritage

Creation of an 

inclusive space in the 

museum - apartment 

of M.D. Leontovich  

"Shchedryk - for 

everyone"

In 2019, under the program "Small Cities - Big Impressions" 

at the Museum-apartment of M.D. Leontovich there were 

dramatic changes. Thanks to the project "Revitalization of 

the Museum-apartment in the Museum of Melody of the 

song" Shchedryk " by means of fund digitization and 

creation of physical and virtual interactive and 

communicative spaces", three exhibition rooms of the 

museum were updated with modern stands with QR code 

and interactive touch panels. This year's Shchedryk - For 

Everyone project involves creating an inclusive space in the 

museum by adapting the museum for people with special 

needs.

Physical person-

entrepreneur  Ryapolov 

Anatoliy Anatoliyovich 371100 371100



3INC21-2593 Inclusive Arts

LOT 2 Inclusive cultural 

product  Individual

 Literature and 

publishing PRO Happiness

The inclusive project “PRO Happiness” develops the socio-

cultural initiative “Blue Bird PROHappiness». The project 

provides access for inclusive audiences to the latest 

partyicipative art products by printed, DAISY-audio&Braille 

edition book, inclusive board game application; we 

introduce the audience to the PROHappiness thoughts of 

the Ukrainian poets, writers, artists; we engage 

everybodyto start an interactive journey to own happiness. 

Together with a family play, the latest Ukrainian lullabies 

created within the framework of the Literary Partisipation 

Project, written essays and game, our unique product 

forms an inclusive   guide for free and happy use by anyone 

of any age at PROHappiness Lessons.

The «New Stage Center for 

Contemporary Art », NGO 546350 488650

3INC21-2929 Inclusive Arts

LOT 2 Inclusive cultural 

product  Individual Audiovisual Arts Aspik Ukraine

Aspik Ukraine is a VR program for autists that will help 

them to learn social adaptation faster and more effectively.

Limited liability company 

"Media Inventor" 497480 497480

3INC21-3010 Inclusive Arts

LOT 2 Inclusive cultural 

product  Individual

 Literature and 

publishing Native lullaby

The main idea of the project is socialization and national 

identification of disabled children in inclusive space which 

includes disabled and normotypic children as well as 

children from national minorities of Ukraine, through one 

of the best sample of musical art - lullabies sung by moms 

to their children. The project envisages the recording of 

the album with lullabies in the languages of the peoples 

living on the territory of Ukraine, the cycle of lessons 

&quot;The world in your palms&quot; on which children 

learn about the cultures and traditions of these peoples, 

each lesson includes an art-therapeutic component 

(listening to the lullaby and making illustrations on it). 

According to the results of the conducted lessons, it is 

supposed to issue a book with lyrics in their native 

language, Ukrainian literary translation, including Braille 

font, and children’s illustrations.

Nongovernmental 

organization Beehive of 

ideas 497348,06 463098



3INC21-3018 Inclusive Arts

LOT 2 Inclusive cultural 

product  Individual Audiovisual Arts

“Travel guide for 

persons with 

disabilities”

People with disabilities make up a weighty part of 

Ukrainian society as a whole, and of course, its creative 

and intellectual potential. Due to certain features of such 

people, including problems with movement, hearing, 

vision, the accessibility of information for them also 

requires special forms, including: detailed audio 

accompaniment and visualization, sign language 

interpretation, subtitling.  The purpose of the project 

“Travel guide for persons with disabilities” is to provide the 

necessary conditions for the unimpeded participation of 

such people in the study of the historical and cultural 

heritage of the Rivne region, to create opportunities for 

them to satisfy the artistic, tourist and intellectual needs, 

access to the cultural heritage and art of the region.  The 

goals of the project are: instructional - to increase the level 

of intellectual development and erudition of persons with 

disabilities by providing information and accessibility of 

forms; cultural - to enhance the cultural development of 

persons with disabilities and to develop their continuing 

interest in the study and respect of the historical and 

cultural heritage of their native land; educational - to 

expand the existing sources of information with more 

modern, adapted for the needs of people with disabilities.  

Accordingly, the most significant result of the project will 

be the accessibility of cultural, aesthetic, educational 

needs for people with disabilities, which in turn is an 

important component of the successful development of all 

Ukrainian society. This project aims to start a scale 

Limited Liability Company 

"Rivne 1 Television 

Company" 499400 499400

3INC21-3153 Inclusive Arts

LOT 2 Inclusive cultural 

product  Individual

 Literature and 

publishing

Inclusion and 

animation

It is a project aimed at promoting the integration of 

children with disabilities into society by using new artistic 

forms of interaction.

Ukrainian Propylae 

Publishing House, Limited 

Liability Company 499995 499995

3INC21-3535 Inclusive Arts

LOT 2 Inclusive cultural 

product  Individual Cultural Heritage

ABC-book (1842): 

Braille edition in 

combination with a 

flat-type printing type 

complete with audio 

version of the book 

on electronic media.

The project is a duplicate of Braille edition kits in 

combination with a flat-type printing type of the Museum 

Object «Bukvar novym sposobom ulozhenyj dla 

domashnyoy nauky» , consisting of the paperback edition 

and the audio version of the book. The purpose of this 

project is to acquaint a wide audience, including people 

with severe visual impairments, with a unique historical 

book.

Pedagogical museum of 

Ukraine 444318,37 444318,35



3INC21-3553 Inclusive Arts

LOT 2 Inclusive cultural 

product  Individual Audiovisual Arts

«Audiodescription in 

Ukraine: strategy, 

methodology, 

practice».

The project aims to meet the thirsty expectations of blind 

people for free access to new Ukrainian cinematography, 

introduce the common European oriented terminology and 

strategy for the inclusivity of Ukrainian video content. The 

team of L’viv audiodescriptors, which was the first to 

introduce audiodescription in Ukraine in 2013 by adapting 

over 80 audio-visual products is a lobbyist for a quality (!) 

inclusive product created under clear rules. The project’s 

objectives include publishing guidelines for 

audiodescription, initiating a normative legal act that will 

regulate the production of content for visually and hearing 

impaired consumers and determine a further strategy, 

making audiodescription to five films. All adapted content 

will be posted on the website usi.org.ua.

Lviv Regional Branch of All-

Ukrainian Public 

Organization «Ukrainian 

Union of Invalids – USI». 499830 499830

3INC21-3553-

2 Inclusive Arts

LOT 2 Inclusive cultural 

product  Individual

 Literature and 

publishing

«A Book Overcoming 

Barriers».

The goal of the project is to publish in Braille 10 literary 

works with a circulation of 100 copies of each and 

distribute them among public (!) libraries in all regions of 

Ukraine. New books will be printed in a universal design - 

flat and Braille fonts, a QR code with an audio version of 

the text, embossed drawings and color hardcover. Both 

sighted and blind readers can use the finished book. 

Regional universal libraries, inclusive and special schools 

for children with visual impairments, as well as a 

specialized UTOS library will receive new books. An 

electronic version of all embossed dots books will be 

available at usi.org.ua with the ability to print finished text 

in Braille. This innovation is currently available only to L’viv 

residents.

Lviv Regional Branch of All-

Ukrainian Public 

Organization «Ukrainian 

Union of Invalids – USI». 499993 499993

3INC21-3556 Inclusive Arts

LOT 2 Inclusive cultural 

product  Individual

Cultural and 

Creative Industries

Practical Guide of 

Organizing Accessible 

Mass Events in 

Communities of 

Ukraine "DostupNO / 

YES"

On example of accessibility at the Fine Misto Festival, 

develop electronic, print and video guides on organizing 

accessible mass events for organizers in communities of 

Ukraine. In order to organize more inclusive activities in  

communities of Ukraine - to disseminate the manuals to 

the municipalities of Ukraine. Promote accessibility at 

mass events, regardless of scale and entity. Promote equal 

access to cultural resources and equal opportunities for 

personal development and self-fulfillment for all citizens 

and communities, regardless of place of residence. NGO “Faine misto festival” 494000 494000

3INC21-3564 Inclusive Arts

LOT 2 Inclusive cultural 

product  Individual

Перформативне 

та сценічне 

мистецтво Twelve Ophelias

Creation of the performance based on the play by Caridad 

Candles “12 Ophelias” in collaboration with the Kharkiv 

Inclusive Theater Studio and the Arabesky Theater. The 

performance will be presented to the public on the stage 

of Kharkiv National Academic Opera and Ballet Theater 

named after M. Lysenko with the involvement of the actors 

of the Arabesky Theater, the actors of the inclusive theater 

studio and the choir of the opera house.

Disabled Persons 

Organisation "Creavita" 848352 463600



3INC21-3570 Inclusive Arts

LOT 2 Inclusive cultural 

product  Individual

Перформативне 

та сценічне 

мистецтво Feel yourself. Create.

The project was created to support children with hearing 

impairments. The idea came up during pantomime theater 

workshops, since kids’ reaction to that kind of art was 

excellent. There was no such an experience in Ukraine, 

thus our idea appears to be exclusive at the moment. Well 

experienced coaches - pantomime theatre actors created a 

program for this category of children. Classes will be held 

on motivation basics. The final part of the education is the 

concert on a real stage with professional sounds and lights.  

 Every child will become self-complete and capable of 

expressing their feelings and to communicate with other 

people.

Non-governmental 

organisation "Vidchui" 303300 303300

3INC21-3604 Inclusive Arts

LOT 2 Inclusive cultural 

product  Individual

Перформативне 

та сценічне 

мистецтво

inclusive performing 

arts project "Better 

Together"

Better Together is an inclusive performing arts project that, 

since 2016, gives young people with disabilities access to 

the arts, at the same time bringing the community 

together. The project involves 15 people with disabilities 

and 15 people without disabilities. During 2019 we had a 

successful touring experience in Mariupol, Kiev and Lviv. 

The purpose of the project is to develop inclusive 

approaches in arts; to change society's attitude towards 

people with disabilities; to change the attitude of people 

with disabilities to themselves (self-identification, self-

esteem). The result of the project will be a formed team of 

actors, a scenario will be prepared and the performance 

will be staged. The show premieres will be in October, 

2020. In addition to the perfomance the project team plans 

to create an interactive, inclusive mobile “excursion”.

Charity Foundation 

"Shelter Plus" 495484,38 495484,38

3INC21-3619 Inclusive Arts

LOT 2 Inclusive cultural 

product  Individual

Перформативне 

та сценічне 

мистецтво

Accessible Theater: 

Audio description for 

blind and visually 

impaired audiences

The project provides access to performative arts for blind 

and partially sighted audiences at Kyiv National Molodyy 

Theater, Kyiv Academic Theater on Pechersk, Kyiv 

Academic Opera and Ballet Theater for Children and Youth. 

In collaboration with actors, directors, blind and visually 

impaired participants, audio description will be elaborated 

for nine diverse performances, 18 inclusive returns will be 

accompanied by audio description, as well as backstage 

touch tours. To increase information accessibility and 

enlarge audience, the theatre teams will analyse existing 

barriers, develop information materials in accessible 

formats, and get training on providing inclusive services to 

blind and partially sighted people.

Individual entrepreneur 

Pokotylo L.I. 293172 293172



3INC21-3624 Inclusive Arts

LOT 2 Inclusive cultural 

product  Individual Visual arts

The fabulous art of 

special people

The project aims to deepen the creative talents of disabled. 

The project is inclusive: children with and without 

disabilities will learn together. Teaching children will take 

place on a unique technology, as both an expert in art 

techniques and an art therapist are involved. Throughout 

the project, participants will meet with artists to overcome 

fears of the creative process. The finale will publish a book 

about the lives of children with disabilities in the form of 

fairy tales with illustrations created in the project and a 

solemn exhibition of works in the exhibition hall of the 

Museum of Contemporary Art.

Public Organization 

"Association of Economic, 

Social and Cultural 

Development 

"Renaissance" 468538 468538

3INC21-3628 Inclusive Arts

LOT 2 Inclusive cultural 

product  Individual

Cultural and 

Creative Industries

«  Art. Without 

bounds. Without 

borders.»

The project is aimed at increasing inclusive products for 

people with disabilities through holding of the all-

Ukrainian inclusive festival “Rogozov’s corner”. This annual 

festival is the most inclusive event in Poltava region, where 

people with disabilities from 8 regions of Ukraine will be 

able demonstrate their artistic abilities, hold master 

classes in decorative arts. The project will draw attention 

of the political elite of Ukraine to the problems of people 

with disabilities in order to improve legislation, directly 

involve in measures on the principle of "equal 

opportunities for all". It will help to accelerate their 

integration and social adaptation.

«Association of the 

Disabled of the Semenivka 

Village Council (UTC)» 364978,78 347578,78

3INC21-3654 Inclusive Arts

LOT 2 Inclusive cultural 

product  Individual Audiovisual Arts

Classical Ukrainian 

Movies for blind and 

deaf people

The aim of the project "Classics of Ukrainian Cinema for 

the Blind and Deaf People" is to provide access for blind 

and deaf people to the classical Ukrainian cinematography 

by adapting three films with audio description for blind 

people and adapted subtitles for deaf people.

Lviv Academy for Human 

Rights NGO 500000 497040

3INC21-3940 Inclusive Arts

LOT 2 Inclusive cultural 

product  Individual

Перформативне 

та сценічне 

мистецтво

Inclusive project 

"Undivided"

Creation of a theater performance with the involvement of 

inclusive audiences and publishing a book about the 

problems of facilitation of the tolerant attitude toward 

inclusive audiences. The results will be a production in the 

theater that will cover the problems of people with 

disabilities and a publication of the contemporary book 

about understanding of literary characters belonging to the 

discourse of inclusion.

"Suzirya" Kyiv Academic 

Theater Art Studio 437000 437000



3INC21-3951 Inclusive Arts

LOT 2 Inclusive cultural 

product  Individual Audial arts Inclusive rhythm

With the example of several hearing impaired people, we 

want to show that hard-of-hearing or non-hearing people 

can learn to create and "feel" music using the latest 

technologies and computer software. With a dedicated 

music device (a modified MIDI keyboard and software) that 

transforms sound into a visual series and vibration, we will 

teach project participants the basics of creating music 

patterns or rhythmic patterns. We integrate such parts of 

the tracks into the compositions of Ukrainian artists. So 

parts of the song will be written by the project participants. 

In pursuing such a bold project, we want to show that even 

hearing and hearing impaired people have opportunities 

for creative realization and mastering of musical 

instruments. “АDPRO Ukraine” LLC 498412 481332

3INC21-4825 Inclusive Arts

LOT 2 Inclusive cultural 

product  Individual Visual arts

Sign language school: 

hear the culture.

The project “Hear the Culture” aims to increase the 

accessibility of museum exhibitions for people with a 

hearing impairment. The project envisages development 

and adaptation of three excursions of the permanent 

exhibitions based on four Lviv museums on sign language. 

The training of representatives of cultural institutions and 

volunteers on sign language is planned to increase 

accessibility of the museum to people with a hearing 

impairments through the introduction of adapted 

excursions. The program includes a sign language course 

adapted to the arts and cultural subjects, mastering practic 

of the excursion material with a sign language and the 

formation of videolectures of the educational course "Hear 

the Culture". The implementation of the project will 

organically complement existing programs in the field of 

culture and museums in the context of inclusive artistic 

practices. NGO “Central media” 499880 499880

3INC21-5124 Inclusive Arts

LOT 2 Inclusive cultural 

product  Individual Visual arts

Art-therapy with 

acrylic fillings "Palette 

of happiness"

The project is aimed at developing creative and creative 

thinking in children and adolescents through a new 

direction of acrylic painting, opening exhibitions in the 

partner cities of the project. The project will result in the 

creation of an international catalog of paintings for young 

artists with disabilities.

CHERNIHIV CITY PUBLIC 

ORGANIZATION CREATIVE 

ARTS CENTER "ARTSVIT" 300000 300000



3INC21-5201 Inclusive Arts

LOT 2 Inclusive cultural 

product  Individual Audial arts

Online library «Find 

out the world by 

sound»

Visually impaired citizens and other citizens who are 

unable to perceive printed information are significantly 

restricted in accessing the world's accumulation of 

knowledge (information) in a convenient format for them. 

The "Find out the world by sound" project aims to provide 

world-class knowledge (information) in an easy-to-use 

format through online library service with the help of 

modern innovative computer-information technologies. 

Today, Mykola  Ostrovsky' s  Central specialized library for 

blind people has more than 80,000 stored audio formats. 

The purpose of the project is to provide unobstructed 

access to a large archive of knowledge to people who are 

unable to perceive "flat-printed" information through the 

creation of a library site.

Сommunity organization 

(institution, 

establishment) Mykola  

Ostrovsky' s  Central 

specialized library for 

blind people 499502,2 499502,2

3INC21-5308 Inclusive Arts

LOT 2 Inclusive cultural 

product  Individual Cultural Heritage

Inclusive website of 

the National Museum 

of Hutsulshchyna and 

Pokuttya Folk Art by 

Y. Kobrynsky. 

Renewal and 

adaptation of the 

museum’s official 

website in 

accordance with the 

recommendations of 

Web Content 

Accessibility 

Guidelines (WCAG 

2.1).

http://hutsul.museum website was created in 2009 

according to web standards and based on modernity and 

technical excellence. The museum was the first Ukrainian 

museum to publish a complete virtual tour, to publish 

digitized collections, which made it possible to visit 

museum online for users with disabilities even then. The 

project is planned to modernize, redesign and adapt the 

site in accordance with the recommendations of WCAG 

2.1. Website’s updates will be made in accordance with 

universal standards of inclusive design created to provide 

the quality access to web content for users with 

disabilities. It is also planned to develop an inclusive 

English-language version of the website, which will make 

the museum's assets even more accessible to international 

audiences, regardless of individual restrictions.

National Museum of 

Hutsulshchyna and 

Pokuttya Folk Art by Y. 

Kobrynsky 489889 489889

3INC21-5597 Inclusive Arts

LOT 2 Inclusive cultural 

product  Individual

Cultural and 

Creative Industries

“Beauty of My 

Ukraine” kit. Making 

a ragdoll “Ukrainian 

Girl” with beads and 

fabric

In the project's boundaries we are planning to produce 

1,000 “Beauty of My Ukraine” kits for free distribution in 

schools and specialized institution for children with special 

educational needs in Kyiv, Kharkiv, Dnipro, Lviv, Odessa, to 

run webinars and workshops at cultural events in Ukraine 

(such as Publishers’ Forum in Lviv).  The project is aimed to 

involve art to make the traditions of the home country 

more attractive to the new generation of children aged 

seven and above. To teach them to appreciate their 

historical and cultural past, to be respectful to culture and 

traditions of other peoples in the world. To help the adults 

to be to develop nonstandard creative thinking, ability to 

solve any problems creatively and systematically, and skills 

to overcome intellectual and psychological obstacles. Sokolova Iryna Vasylivna 498600 498600



3INC21-5597-

2 Inclusive Arts

LOT 2 Inclusive cultural 

product  Individual

 Literature and 

publishing

“Ukrainian folk 

lifestyle and 

traditions” logic 

puzzles – a game 

adapted for everyone!

To involve children in studying the origin and main 

attributes of the culture of Ukraine, in the project's 

boundaries it is planned to make up an educational game 

“Ukrainian folk lifestyle and traditions”, that combines 

traditional polygraphic design with modern information 

technologies. The project will allow involving disabled 

children to social and cultural life of Ukraine, encouraging 

their socialization, extending their knowledge of the 

Ukrainian traditions and starting their personal creative 

pursuit and self-actualization. The presentation of the 

game kits is planned at the Lviv Publishers’ Forum in 

September. After that the game will be distributed for free 

with the help of the Inclusive Resource Center. A free 

mobile application will be available for downloading via 

special services. Sokolova Iryna Vasylivna 499600 499600

3INC21-5660 Inclusive Arts

LOT 2 Inclusive cultural 

product  Individual

 Literature and 

publishing

The outstanding blind 

people who made the 

world a better place

The goal of the project is to disseminate information about 

the capabilities of the blind in the various spheres of 

human life through the example of outstanding blind 

people who have achieved success and recognition around 

the world by making a significant contribution to the 

development of education, science, culture or the arts. 

This project envisages the publication of a book in three 

formats (flat-print, in Braille, and audio format) which will 

contain stories about famous blind people of different eras 

and countries. First of all, this project will allow the public 

to learn more about the unbending spirit and capabilities 

of blind people; secondly, being inspired by positive 

examples, blind people will get more confidence in their 

potential.

The enterprise of the 

association of citizens 

"United editors office of 

periodicals of the 

Ukrainian society of the 

blind "Zaklyk" 227380 227380

3INC21-5729 Inclusive Arts

LOT 2 Inclusive cultural 

product  Individual Audiovisual Arts

My country Ukraine is 

a touch

Tiflocommentation of 4 episodes of the animated series 

"My Country Ukraine" and the publication of 4 parts of the 

book "Diary of a Cat's Travels" Braille with tactile 

illustrations

LIMITED LIABILITY 

COMPANY 

"NOVATORFILM" 499312,4 499312,4

3INC21-5743 Inclusive Arts

LOT 2 Inclusive cultural 

product  Individual

Перформативне 

та сценічне 

мистецтво

Inclusive Arts and 

Education Camp for 

Children with 

Disabilities and their 

Families «JoinUP»

The project is being implemented to engage children with 

disabilities in creative self-realization through the use of 

artistic practices as tools for social adaptation. Within two 

changes of the 7-day camp, children will be introduced to 

different creative directions (musical, artistic, 

choreographic and theatrical), which will allow them to 

feel equal members of the creative team and to take part 

in musical performance. Working together with specialists, 

volunteers and peers will promote social integration, the 

development of communicative competences and the 

realization of individual creative abilities of children with 

different educational needs, regardless of their physical 

and mental level.

Private Entrepreneur Shen 

Victoriia Volodymyrivna 499500 499500



3INC21-5749 Inclusive Arts

LOT 2 Inclusive cultural 

product  Individual

 Literature and 

publishing

Publication and 

promotion of 

Ukrainian translation 

of inclusive works for 

children by the 

Finnish writer Tuula 

Pere.

It’s а story of the family which had a child with disability, 

the perception of this story by the older brother . The 

purpose of the project is to promote intercultural dialogue, 

use Finnish experience of spreading ideas of tolerance, 

human rights, perception of people with disabilities among 

Ukrainian population using books. Results: translation 

from Finnish into Ukrainian of three works by Tuula Pere; 

publication of works under one cover,300 copies; 

presentation with  author and publisher at the Book 

Arsenal, meeting with students of Scandinavian 

Gymnasium in Kyiv; meeting with students of the Borys 

Grinchenko Kyiv University; presentation video.

Limited liability company 

"Publishing center "12" 420000 432168

3INC21-5805 Inclusive Arts

LOT 2 Inclusive cultural 

product  Individual Cultural Heritage Seeing Heritage

The project aims to spread the knowledge of ancient 

history among children with visual impairments, their 

socio-cultural rehabilitation through accessible sensory 

organs, as well as to create a comfortable environment for 

opening and developing their creative potential. The 

project is planned to develop an online platform for a site 

that combines information and historical information 

about the cultural heritage of ancient history of Ukraine to 

meet special needs for middle school age children with 

visual impairments. This project will also provide an 

opportunity for home-based education and education for 

children with a humanitarian background with any physical 

or psychological needs.

CHARITY FOUNDATION 

"WE ARE CITIZENS" 499551,8 499551,8

3INC21-5843-

2 Inclusive Arts

LOT 2 Inclusive cultural 

product  Individual

Перформативне 

та сценічне 

мистецтво

Adaptive Socialization 

Art Platform "A World 

without Limits" for 

Preschool, Primary 

and Secondary School 

Children with 

Disabilities and their 

Families

Adaptive socialization art platform "A World without 

Limits" for preschool, primary and secondary school 

children with disabilities and their families was created by 

the Municipal Institution of Poltava Regional Philharmonic 

for the purpose of socialization of persons with special 

abilities by means of musical, visual and applied arts with 

elements of special developing exercises. It is planned to 

carry out a series of visiting art meetings with families 

raising children with disabilities, where children will be 

able to touch the synthesis of world music and sensitive 

applied art, in particular, the creation and implementation 

of the developing socialization musical program "The Tale 

of Little Mozart" with the participation of the 

«Vyshyvanka» pandora trio and the orchestra Dmytro 

Akhsharumov chamber and the "Music of Equality" 

training workshop.

Municipal Institution of 

Poltava Regional 

Philharmonic 498317,3 498317,3



3INC21-5845 Inclusive Arts

LOT 2 Inclusive cultural 

product  Individual Cultural Heritage Touching the Memory

The aim of the project is to complement and adaptate the 

museum events program accordingly to the ideas of 

inclusion, to create cultural product in order for visually 

impaired people to participate in the dialogue and exercise 

their right to visit the museum comfortably and get the 

information about the Holodomor genocide of 1932-1933; 

also, the museum employees would get the skills 

necessary for working with visually impaired people in 

order to create appropriate museum program and improve 

the level of service of this category of visitors.

National Museum of the 

Holodomor-Genocide 247018 247018

3INC21-6032 Inclusive Arts

LOT 2 Inclusive cultural 

product  Individual Audial arts

Treatment of heart 

because of the 

genetic code of 

Ukrainian folk songs.

Ukrainian song - is part of the spiritual life of the people 

and she leaves him no joy or sorrow, step by step follows 

him from childhood to old age. Song heals, strengthens 

mental powers song, the song combines. In folk song so 

many different functions and is one of the major medical. 

This feature is evident at a physiological and emotional 

levels, and it is more deeply spiritual level. Song heals the 

soul. The project targeted a rose Barska City Council 320467,08 320467,08

3INC21-6035 Inclusive Arts

LOT 2 Inclusive cultural 

product  Individual Visual arts

Pottery as an 

inclusive cultural 

production for the 

rehabilitation of 

persons with 

disabilities and for 

the preservation 

cultural heritage

The project aim is to actively involve people with 

disabilities, to develop the capacity of artists with 

disabilities, and to promote pottery in Ukrainian society.  

Short-term results: involvement of people with disabilities 

in pottery art practices and their socialization through art 

therapy.  Long-term results: the use of pottery art to 

involve people with disabilities in cultural and artistic 

practices and for the further development of an inclusive 

society in Ukraine.

All-Ukrainian Youth Non-

Governmental 

Organization for Students 

with Disabilities 

"Gaudeamus" 450000 450000

3INC21-6070 Inclusive Arts

LOT 2 Inclusive cultural 

product  Individual

Cultural and 

Creative Industries Workshop for a soul

NGOs priority is social rehabilitation services to persons 

with mental disorders. Analysis has shown that art-therapy 

is effective against depression, apathy, phobias, 

aggression. Group-classes in art-therapy helps to increase 

the social activity of these people,deeper understanding of 

their own emotions, help to alleviate or prevent the state 

of exacerbation of the disease. The aim of the project is to 

bring art-therapy as a priority area. The works done by 

these people will be sold through charity auctions. Carrying 

out charity events will enable society to see these people 

from the other side, which will reduce stigma and increase 

society's tolerance.

"MENTAL HEALTH: 

CONNECT, SUPPORT, 

HELP" 208873,08 184873,08



3INC21-6084 Inclusive Arts

LOT 2 Inclusive cultural 

product  Individual Cultural Heritage

Odessa Fine Art 

Museum at a Touch: 

An Inclusive Project 

for the Visually 

Impaired

Cultural heritage is what belongs to all citizens of Ukraine. 

The exposition of the Odessa Art Museum is absolutely 

inaccessible to the visually impaired. The main objective of 

the project is to make part of the museum exposition 

accessible to people with impaired vision through modern 

technologies. Printed copies of the sculptures on the 3D 

printer and painted in relief paintings will introduce 

visitors to various stages in the history of the museum and 

the city, stylistic trends and aesthetic principles of art. This 

project will give visually impaired people a chance to visit 

the Odessa Art Museum and provide one of the most 

important experiences in shaping aesthetic outlook. It is 

also an opportunity to make inclusiveness and tolerance 

issues more visible to society.

Communal institution 

Odesa Fine Arts Museum 499490 499490

3INC21-6092 Inclusive Arts

LOT 2 Inclusive cultural 

product  Individual Visual arts

The Emotional 

Volume. Please, 

touch!

The project invites blind people to have access to the 

perception and creation of dimensional art, exploring 

emotional intelligence. The project includes an exhibition-

installation, a circular workshop, tactile excursions. 

Through an inclusive art, the project will provide: social 

adaptation to blind people, familiarity with the artistic 

community, access to the art objects creation. The project 

will spread the theme of inclusive art importance in 

Ukraine with a total audience reach of 500,000. Direct 

target audience engaging in the project (blind, visually 

impaired people) - 700 people. After project, the art 

objects will be transferred to actively cooperated 

institutions with blind people.

Individual entrepreneur 

Kobylianska Kateryna 

Volodymyrivna 327600 327600

3INC21-6160 Inclusive Arts

LOT 2 Inclusive cultural 

product  Individual Cultural Heritage

Accessible Website – 

Accessible Museum

The project involves the adaptation of the official website 

of the National Museum of the Holodomor Genocide to 

the world standards of web accessibility WCAG 2.1 in order 

to expand the audience of the site and the museum by 

providing maximal access to the content for people with 

disabilities, especially those with visual, hearing and 

mobility disabilities, mental disorders, and also the elderly. 

People with different types of impairments would be 

involved in the project as experts. The result of the project 

would be the full access to the museum website, and 

cultural and educational programs for wide audiences 

regardless of individual particularities. The project is a part 

of an inclusivity program of the Holodomor Museum.

National Museum of the 

Holodomor-Genocide 488314 488314



3INC21-6285 Inclusive Arts

LOT 2 Inclusive cultural 

product  Individual

Перформативне 

та сценічне 

мистецтво Art to everyone

The project stipulates the creation of a play by Catherine 

Michalicina's work "Who Grows in the Garden?" For blind 

and partially sighted children. The project will allow 

sighted and visually impaired children, through sounds, to 

feel the beauty of nature and to get acquainted with the 

inhabitants of the garden. In the future, the theater will 

have the opportunity to present performances for the 

blind and visually impaired, which will improve the 

perception of the theater by the special children of our 

region.

Ivano-Frankivsk Academic 

Regional Puppet Theater 

named after Mariyka 

Podgiryanka 499800 499800

3INC21-6302 Inclusive Arts

LOT 2 Inclusive cultural 

product  Individual Cultural Heritage Museum for kids

The aim of this project is inclusion of children of different 

social groups into the environment of children who do not 

have this category. Accordingly, the result of this project 

will be the interaction and understanding of children of 

different groups and categories on the territory of the 

museum space. We do not want any distinction to be 

made between these children, since such separation has a 

considerable effect on the perception of the world and 

society. All this is due to the fact that we want to change 

the opinion of children that museums are boring and not 

interesting. Another goal of this project is to open up 

history for children through games, interactive lessons, 

and opened communication.

Communal cultural 

institution 

“Dnipropetrovsk National 

Historical Museum named 

after  D.I. Yavornitskiy” of 

Dnipropetrovsk Regional 

Council 184497,08 184497,08

3INC21-6395 Inclusive Arts

LOT 2 Inclusive cultural 

product  Individual Audial arts

Production of   

tifloсommentary by 

Ukrainian to three  

films for people with  

visual disability

The  Tifloсommentary   will help blind people better 

understand what is happening in the movie when actors 

are silent. The project is designed to create four films for 

three films.  Thе Tifloсommentary  expand the circle of 

viewers. Make the movie more engaging and 

understandable for people with visual impairment. 

Facilitate the integration and social adaptation of people 

with disabilities in society. Become the next step in the 

implementation of the UN Convention on the Protection of 

the Rights and Freedoms of Persons with Disabilities. The 

films will meet the European standards of support for 

people with disabilities .  Will provide functioning of 

Ukrainian in the sphere of the cinema for people flawy 

sight on territory of Ukraine. Will assist introduction of 

innovations, digital technologies in the field of the culture 

of the cinema.

Ostrakov Igor 

Anatoliyovich 478310 478310



3INC21-6402 Inclusive Arts

LOT 2 Inclusive cultural 

product  Individual Cultural Heritage

Believe in yourself. 

An inclusive relax 

space with endless 

possibilities.

Creating a comfortable modern space for emotional and 

psychological relief and socio-cultural rehabilitation of 

children and their families in terms of inclusion. Provide 

free services and resources tailored to each child's needs. 

Children will read in a convenient for themselves format, 

will create, will learn programming, attend master classes, 

creative laboratories, play performances. About 13 

programs for free, 200 special books. Psychological relief 

trainings. The Album with drawings of children "Pass the 

Good in a Circle" will be published, artworks "I feel heart" 

will be exhibited. More than 260 users and 1000 visitors 

from the community.

National library of Ukraine 

for children 387977 387977

3INC21-6492 Inclusive Arts

LOT 2 Inclusive cultural 

product  Individual Audiovisual Arts "Hear by touch"

Our project will allow visually impaired and totally blind 

people to "see" the image without assistance. Thanks to 

our project we will be able to attract them to the art space 

of galleries and museums. The project will help transform 

museums, exhibitions and the site with the project into an 

inclusive space where different population groups will 

interact regardless of opportunities. In the future, the 

project can turn into a new art when the blind will create 

audio paintings and exhibitions of their own. - 499551 499551

3INC21-6554 Inclusive Arts

LOT 2 Inclusive cultural 

product  Individual Audiovisual Arts Cinema for everybody

Production of supporting materials (audio description and 

adjusted subtitles) for three Ukrainian nonfiction films will 

help blind and deaf people to broaden their access to 

national cultural products.  As a result of the projects, all 

the supporting materials will be available for free through 

specially designed applications. The software is supposed 

to be download to mobile devices and synchronized with 

audiovisual content, in a movie theater, on TV or online, 

through the audio track. Along with the experts, we 

selected three nonfiction films that illustrate three 

different ways of using audiovisual content: cultural, 

educational and social-pedagogical.

Centre for Modern 

Information Techniques 

and Visual Arts 458343,44 458343,44

3INC21-6650 Inclusive Arts

LOT 2 Inclusive cultural 

product  Individual Cultural Heritage By Unknown Trails

The aim of this project is an access to the cultural product 

for people with visual impairments by  installing an 

inclusive model of one of the main architectural 

monuments of Chernivtsi.  The construction will contain a 

model of Chernivtsi Drama Theatre and information about 

it written in Braille font.   	The project also provides 

training for city guides on work with people with special 

needs to emphasize inclusion as a cross-cutting priority for 

the development of Ukrainian society.

Bukovinian Agency for 

Regional Development, 

BARD 477309,92 477309,92



3INC21-6683 Inclusive Arts

LOT 2 Inclusive cultural 

product  Individual

 Literature and 

publishing

Publishing of the 

inclusive picturebook 

"Threaded Tree"

A Threaded Tree is a tactile book. Printed text will be 

accompanied by Braille printing. The full-color illustrations 

are embroidered in a traditional Ukrainian technique, then 

photographed and tactile layer added on print. Though we 

are aiming for visually impaired kids 3–7 years old and 

their parents, our main goal is to provide a tool for 

inclusive reading. We hope that the book will help teachers 

and parents to explain the different ways we can sense the 

world. We expect this project can help to popularize 

Ukrainian cultural heritage in new ways.

Individual Enterpreneur 

Leonovych Mykola 

Volodymyrovych 484086,82 484086,82

3INC21-6745 Inclusive Arts

LOT 2 Inclusive cultural 

product  Individual Cultural Heritage

Children's crafts 

workshops

Provision of equal opportunities for every child for both 

healthy and special needs children in specially designed 

children's craft workshops in Pereyaslav, Kyiv region where 

children will be able to study for free and feel equally in 

the environment of healthy children. This will allow 

children with special needs to adapt more quickly in public 

life.

NGO "Charity for the 

Disabled" 750000 500000

3INC21-6847 Inclusive Arts

LOT 2 Inclusive cultural 

product  Individual Visual arts

“The sun shines 

equally for all”

The project is based on the practice of engaging children in 

creative and moral education through Ukrainian songs and 

dances, and art. Purpose of the project: Developing 

cultural inclusion through increased access for children 

with disabilities to participate in cultural and social 

activities. Expected results: To achieve a higher level of 

socialization and adaptability of children studying in 

inclusive form of education. To teach ordinary children, 

teachers and all project participants to communicate with 

children with special needs. To reduce the indicators of 

defects of personal development of children: aesthetic 

insensitivity, anxiety, uncertainty, aggression. Use hands-

on training material for special children in the cultural/arts 

circles/creative groups.

Charitable Foundation Ihor 

Palytsia Foundation Tilky  

Razom 499940 499940

3INC21-6916-

2 Inclusive Arts

LOT 2 Inclusive cultural 

product  Individual Audiovisual Arts

Interactive 

Performance "Glove-

2020" by the 

Inclusive Creative 

Studio "With warmth 

in the heart"

The project is submitted by the Charity Foundation 

"Warmth in the Heart", which supports children and young 

people with disabilities. The play is a social project 

involving children with disabilities. social life, give them 

the opportunity to show creative ability, self-

realization.This is an opportunity to socialize with peers, 

find friends.This creative activity is an important part of 

rehabilitation programs.

Charity Foundation "With 

warmth in heart" 499970 499970



3INC21-6921 Inclusive Arts

LOT 2 Inclusive cultural 

product  Individual

 Literature and 

publishing

Comic-book “Friends 

2.0” Seria #2 for teens

Comic-book «Friends 2.0» for teenagers Serias #2 it is the 

second issue, the sequel, of the first Ukrainian comic-book, 

which is devoted the theme of inclusion. «Friends 2.0» is a 

compilation from five histories about teenagers and their 

peers with different types of disability.The purpose of 

project i s to further attract the attention of society in 

general and adolescents in the first place.  to inclusiveness, 

raising awareness among adolescents and the aura of their 

social environment regarding tolerant, compassionate 

treatment of people with different special needs.  The 

publication of the comic book, as an accessible and 

interesting tool for teenagers, will serve this purpose.  The 

result of the project is a quality Ukrainian product, which 

has become quite popular among teenagers;  quality 

promotion;  reaching the best possible audience, raising 

the level of tolerance and awareness of the society at large.

Limited liability company 

“Kiwi Studio” 499840 499840

3INC21-6928 Inclusive Arts

LOT 2 Inclusive cultural 

product  Individual

 Literature and 

publishing

"Viy" - the Hohol's 

mystery. Edition for a 

special people

This project is designed to enable people with visual 

impairments to get involved in learning about Nikolai 

Gogol's creative heritage. The work "Viy" was chosen 

because of the striking expressiveness of the characters 

and the mystical intertwining of folklore in the everyday 

plot. The publication is planned to be published as a 

graphic novel (comic book) using modern technologies - 3D 

printing.

Sniehur Viktoriia 

Georhiivna 239600 239600

3INC21-7019 Inclusive Arts

LOT 2 Inclusive cultural 

product  Individual

Перформативне 

та сценічне 

мистецтво Feel

Aim: Making an access to art at the biggest palace of 

culture of Mariupol for people with eye problems by 

means of audio description for culture, art actions. 

Content: teaching of the palace team recording of audio 

description; creating audio description to performances, 

other actions with the help of existing devices; buying and 

installing the equipment for listening. Expected result: 

people with eye problems have an opportunity of a whole 

range of receiving information during art performances. 

Realized actions: planned in 2020 reconstruction of the 

palace which will have architectural accessibility including.

Communal establishment 

"City palace of culture 

"Ukrainian palace" 420800 420800



3INC21-7023 Inclusive Arts

LOT 2 Inclusive cultural 

product  Individual

Cultural and 

Creative Industries

inclusive orchestra of 

generations

Purpose of the project: To enable people with disabilities 

and normotypical people to develop together by creating 

an inclusive orchestra of generations; acquisition of skills 

by people with disabilities playing various musical 

instruments; to enable people with disabilities to master 

the profession of musician. to bring to the professional 

scene people with disabilities of any generation. to teach 

society the normative perception of people with 

disabilities on stage. People with disabilities will be able to 

learn the notes and then the compositions that will play on 

stage, showing their talent.We want the world to see 

people with disabilities as normotypical, so we want them 

to develop in the cultural space, glorifying our country at 

international competitions, on world stages and so on.

"Zhytomyr City Children's 

Non-Governmental 

Organization" All Do It 

Yourself" 473879,6 473879,6

3INC21-7069 Inclusive Arts

LOT 2 Inclusive cultural 

product  Individual

Cultural and 

Creative Industries

Inclusive exhibition 

"Ukraine by touch"

За допомогою інноваційних засобів створити тактильну 

експозицію точних зменшених тривимірних рельєфних 

моделей 6-ти пам'яток архітектури України, які 

розміщені на серії українських купюр номіналом 20, 50, 

100, 200, 500 та 1000 грн - Львівський оперний театр, 

будівля Центральної Ради УНР, Червоний корпус КНУ 

ім. Т. Шевченка, В'їзна вежа Луцького замка, Києво-

Могилянська академія, Будівля Президії Національної 

академії наук України.  Експозицію буде розміщено для 

вільного ознайомлення незрячими, слабозорими та 

зрячими людьми в інклюзивному музеї "Третя після 

опівночі" - центрі культурного діалогу, місці 

працевлаштування, соціальної адаптації та реалізації 

культурних потреб незрячих.  Експозиція надасть 

можливість незрячим ознайомитись з відомими 

пам'ятками культури України на дотик.

CHARITY ORGANIZATION 

«CHARITY FOUNDATION 

«FUTURE DEVELOPMENT 

AGENCY» 437927 437927

3INC21-7107 Inclusive Arts

LOT 2 Inclusive cultural 

product  Individual Cultural Heritage

Interactiveperformanc

ewithelementsofsens

orytherapy 

"JourneytotheSun"

The project is aimed at creating favorable conditions for 

creative development, successful social adaptation of 

library users from among children with disabilities, visual, 

musculoskeletal system impairment. During the project 

implementation will be created an interactive performance 

with elements of sensory therapy "Journey to the Sun". 

Actors of the performance will be children with disabilities, 

visual, musculoskeletal system impairment. Involving these 

categories of children in stage processes in accessible art 

form using sensory therapy elements in preparation, 

showing the performance, will help overcome their 

complexes of inferiority, socialization. Performances, a 

wide advertising campaign will positively influence 

important inclusive processes in society.

TheKhmelnitskyregionallib

raryforchildrenof T. 

Shevchenko 188836,4 188836,4



3INC21-7129 Inclusive Arts

LOT 2 Inclusive cultural 

product  Individual

 Literature and 

publishing

Contemporary 

integration - works by 

T.G. Shevchenko for 

visually impaired and 

blind children.

The project "Modern integration - the works of TG. 

Shevchenko for visually impaired and blind children ”, 

aimed at addressing the needs of inclusive children by 

enhancing their participation in the cultural life of society, 

improving the educational environment. It should be noted 

that, according to the Ministry of Social Policy and the 

Ministry of Education and Science of Ukraine, books for 

visually impaired children are produced in small quantities. 

That is why T. Shevchenko's Slap Catfish is necessary and 

necessary for these categories of children.

GROMADSKA 

ORGANIZATSIYA LYUDEI Z 

OBMEZHENYMY 

MOZHLYVOSTYAMY DEN 304890 304890

3INC21-7138 Inclusive Arts

LOT 2 Inclusive cultural 

product  Individual

 Literature and 

publishing

"Additional edition of 

the book "Building 

Bridges through 

Sensory Integration" 

and translation rights 

prolongation"

Today, the history and subject matter of the book are quite 

relevant. The authors of the book " Building Bridges 

through Sensory Integration" have a combined experience 

of more than 40 years. The implementation of this project 

will allow specialists and parents of children with 

developmental disabilities to become acquainted with the 

basics of sensory integration and sensory theory. This is a 

great book resource that clearly explains the features of 

the functioning of the sensor systems, sensory integration 

and problem determination in this area. The book contains 

questionnaires and is packed with practical tips and 

challenges for specific difficulties, strategies for managing 

problem behavior and adapting to the environment.

LIMITED LIABILITY 

COMPANY "VEMA KIDS" 208400 208400

3INC21-7139 Inclusive Arts

LOT 2 Inclusive cultural 

product  Individual

 Literature and 

publishing

Bright Stars or 

Chrestomathy of fairy 

tales of the world 

nations

The «Bright Stars or Chrestomathy of fairy tales of the 

world nations“ project is an inclusive cultural product, 

which involves the books creation, publication and free 

dissemination (in Ukrainian, English, and Braille) with 

Festival-presentation attracting the society and opinion 

leaders in Kiev.   The basic idea is to use the opportunities 

to improve the social activities of children with disabilities,  

improving their quality of life,  inclusion in life of peers, 

attracting the community's attention to inclusion and 

realization of the rights of the blind and visually impaired 

people. The results of the initiative is as follow: -	the 

literature for visually impaired children will become 

accessible to; -	improving the education of schoolchildren; 

-	developing their ideas about the world and people; -

	expansion the possibilities of inculturation and 

socialization of children with special needs and their 

families.

LLC "AMULET OF TIME" 

HISTORIC AND 

CULTOROGICAL 

PARTNERSHIP" 492922 492922



3INC21-7191 Inclusive Arts

LOT 2 Inclusive cultural 

product  Individual Cultural Heritage Khortytsia Inclusive

The project of adaptation of the Zaporozhye Sich historical 

and cultural complex and its seven exposition areas to the 

needs of people with special needs. The Khortytsia Inclusiv 

project will enable such people to use  their right to have 

unhindered access to cultural goods and to receive 

complete and accessible information at exhibitions of the 

complex, about the history of the Cossacks and Ukraine. 

The project will be implemented through the technical 

equipment of the Zaporizhzhya Sich complex and 

exhibition areas, the adaptation of excursions to the needs 

of people with disabilities of different categories and the 

publication of specialized literature about  Cossack history. 

This will give equal access to cultural values to everybodt 

without restriction to citizens of Ukraine and foreign 

tourists, of all categories and ages.

Сharitable foundation 

"Khortytsia" 433252,16 433252,16

3INC21-7311 Inclusive Arts

LOT 2 Inclusive cultural 

product  Individual Audial arts Lullabies for Oleksa

The project is about to change the society's thoughts about 

children with autistic specter disorders within creating the 

musical album, which is itself the continuation of "Lullabies 

for Oleksa" project. There, children with autism will take 

part as well as participants of kids choir and professional 

musicians.

Public Association 

Halytskyi district in the city 

of Lviv “Virmneska – 

trydsiat pyat” 495425 495425

3INC21-7356 Inclusive Arts

LOT 2 Inclusive cultural 

product  Individual

Cultural and 

Creative Industries

Agents of Cultural 

Inclusivity

Agents of cultural Inclusivity – a project, aimed at 

enhancement of the cultural inclusivity in Ukraine. The 

main goal of the project – to support and conduce 

transformation of the cultural establishments in Ukraine 

(museums, theaters, libraries, artistic spaces) into 

institutions, accessible and available for the quality visits 

by people with disabilities, as well as to change the 

approaches to creation and adaptation of cultural product 

inclusiveness. As a result of the project we intend to create 

a network of the Agents of cultural inclusivity – cultural 

institutions, volunteers, influencers, which would 

propagate and disseminate inclusivity values, as well as 

assist to those in need. Moreover, we are to develop 

Guidelines and inclusivity standards, which would enable 

the Ukrainian cultural and art institutions to grow and 

enhance the inclusiveness of culture and accessibility of its 

outputs.

REPUBLIC STRATEGIC 

COMMUNICATIONS 

LIMITED LIABILITY 

COMPANY 569334 499334



3INC23-7138 Inclusive Arts

LOT 2 Inclusive cultural 

product International

Literature and 

publishing

“Specialized literature 

translation with 

current practical 

guidelines aimed at 

the social adaptation 

of people with 

disabilities”

“VEMA KIDS” project “Specialized literature translation 

with current practical guidelines aimed at the social 

adaptation of people with disabilities” is aimed at 

translating a special and important book “Is it Sensory or is 

it Behavior?”. The implementation of this project will allow 

specialists and parents of children with disabilities to learn 

the basics of neuropsychological diagnostics at the first 

stage. The translation of this book is the first stage before 

holding master classes of book authors who will be able to 

come to Ukraine, and therefore it will become an 

opportunity for our national specialists to gain 

international experience in the near future on such 

important topics in the field of inclusive society.

LIMITED LIABILITY 

COMPANY "VEMA KIDS" 500000 350000

3INC23-7138-

2 Inclusive Arts

LOT 2 Inclusive cultural 

product International

Literature and 

publishing

“Presentation of the 

program 

“Neuropsychological 

diagnosis and 

correction of 

childhood” on the 

basis of specialized 

book translation “Is it 

Sensory or is it 

Behaviour”

"VEMA KIDS" project “Presentation of the program 

“Neuropsychological diagnosis and correction of 

childhood” on the basis of specialized book translation “Is 

it Sensory or is it Behaviour” is aimed at the presentation 

of basic techniques for the book translation "Is it Sensory 

or is it Behaviour" which is planned by "VEMA KIDS” LLC. 

The implementation of this project will allow specialists 

and parents of children with developmental features to 

learn the basics of neuropsychological diagnostics at the 

presentation of the program, to carry out practical sessions 

with the author of the book.

LIMITED LIABILITY 

COMPANY "VEMA KIDS" 500000 350000

3INC31-0283 Inclusive Arts LOT 3 Inclusive Society  Individual

Cultural and 

Creative Industries

Information and 

Practical Campaign Of 

The Inclusive 

Residence "Angel 

Animals of Ukraine"

Information-practical campaign aimed at development and 

dissemination of information about the project of art-

therapy and pet-therapy rehabilitation in the inclusive 

residence"Angel Animals of Ukraine" . Through creative 

work with people with disabilities, such as drawing, 

singing, dancing, programs of rehabilitation of the 

psychological state with the help of dogs, horses, bees, a 

genuine connection and desire for creativity is achieved, 

motivation for work and condition of persons with 

disabilities is significantly improved. The project develops 

the methods of rehabilitation itself and through 

exhibitions, concerts and seminars, meetings reveals the 

essence of the newest method of rehabilitation.

«YOUTH ORGANIZATION 

OF WAR (ATO) VETERANS, 

DISABILITIES «STRINGS OF 

HEART». 499930 499930



3INC31-1169 Inclusive Arts LOT 3 Inclusive Society  Individual Audiovisual Arts

National project for 

Children and Teens 

"THE OTHER"

National project for Children and Teens "THE OTHER» 

includes screenings of 10 short international festivals films 

addressing social inclusivity for children aged from 7 to 14, 

as well as discussions of these films afterwards. The 

project consists of a theatrical part and a movie club part. 

240 cinema screenings will take place before the Children 

KinoFest screenings in more than 20 cities of Ukraine, after 

which the programs will be screened in as many as 200 

school movie clubs across the country. The total audience 

of the project will be no less than 50 thousand viewers. 

The purpose of the project is to establish an understanding 

of the principles of inclusivity among a wide range of 

young viewers through empathy for the main characters 

and further discussion of what has been seen.

"TRAFFIC FILMS" LIMITED 

LIABILITY COMPANY 489841 489841

3INC31-1250 Inclusive Arts LOT 3 Inclusive Society  Individual

Перформативне 

та сценічне 

мистецтво

"Colours to the 

touch" - artistic 

measures for people 

with visual 

impairment.

The project is focused on attracting blind people to visual 

artistic activities. The aim of it is to bring people with 

disabilities the idea of writing artistic works, the senses of 

artists, their vision of the world through the word, music, 

emotional impressions. Experts in cultural institutions (like 

museums, galleries, libraries, cultural centers, etc.) will 

train their audio description skills and the ability to 

organize events for such category of people. The events 

will involve artists, poets, musicians, astrologers, 

professional in bioenergy, which with the blind 

participants, will create an interesting cultural product 

together. But the main thing is to bring tolerance, mutual 

respect, love for beautiful to society. We can not teach 

blind people to see, but we must do everything to teach 

them to live in this world without limitations.

Zhytomyr regional non-

governmental 

organization (NGO) 

"Zhytomyr Regional Union 

of Culture and Arts of the 

Disabled" 417237,92 417237,92

3INC31-1302 Inclusive Arts LOT 3 Inclusive Society  Individual

 Literature and 

publishing

ІНКЛЮЗИВНИЙ 

БІБЛІОТЕЧНИЙ 

ПРОСТІР З 

DOTCROSSING

The creation of the exclusive library spacecs in two 

libraries, the filling libraries by purchasing books in Braille 

and stimulating inclusive processes by using DOTCROSSING 

crowdservice and seminars for librarians

International Charity 

Foundation "Germany-

Ukraine Partners Network" 499700 499700



3INC31-1317 Inclusive Arts LOT 3 Inclusive Society  Individual

Cultural and 

Creative Industries

All-Ukrainian Forum-

Competition 

«Donations of 

Kindness»

All-Ukrainian Forum-Competition «Donations of Kindness» 

- developing creative abilities in children and adolescents 

with disabilities, promoting the process of rehabilitation 

and social adaptation by means of art. Involvement of 

persons with disabilities in classes from various types of 

artistic creativity, literary, musical and theatrical arts, 

improvement of professional skills; comprehensive study 

of the problems of creative activity and the discovery of 

new talents, the expansion of creative relationships in 

different regions and the exchange of experience of 

rehabilitation and adaptation in society; drawing attention 

to the problems of children and adolescents with 

disabilities who are brought up in orphanages; the 

involvement of leading figures in culture and arts, 

educators, psychologists, and other specialists in providing 

creative and methodological assistance

Charity organization 

“Charity international 

foundation “PAREA” 500000 500000

3INC31-1520 Inclusive Arts LOT 3 Inclusive Society  Individual Audiovisual Arts

Information 

campaign "What is 

autism"

Information campaign on television and the Internet. In 

short videos the campaign shows how l autistic people 

develop through out lifetime and show their lifestyle; what 

methods and tools can help to socialize autists and connect 

with them. The result of watching the video will be a 

change in attitude towards people with autism.

Limited Liability Company 

«RRP Group» (Ivory films) 498125 498125

3INC31-1656 Inclusive Arts LOT 3 Inclusive Society  Individual Cultural Heritage

Accessibility of 

Museums for  the 

visitors with 

Intellectual 

Disabilities

Aim is to widen capacity of Ukrainian museums in working 

with visitors with inclusive auditoria (persons with 

Intellectual Disability further - ID). The Project will be 

implemented by network of 117 NGOs in cooperation with 

National Khanenko Museum of Arts, Kremenets local 

history museum. Developed will be methodological 

recommendations concerning application of easy-to-read 

format, brochure in easy read format on museum rules "I 

am going to a museum", training for 50 employees from 25 

museums from all over Ukraine. Project results will be 

disseminated among NGO-network and museums, 

National Conference will be dedicated to further plans of 

museum info accessibility.

All-Ukrainian NGO 

Coalition for Persons  with 

Intellectual Disabilities  490469 490469

3INC31-1700 Inclusive Arts LOT 3 Inclusive Society  Individual

Cultural and 

Creative Industries

Promotional 

campaign of 

promoting prominent 

persons with 

disabilities in Brovary 

"On a par with 

everyone"

The aim of the project is to raise the awareness of the lives 

of prominent people with special needs, including artists 

with disabilities in the city of Brovary, Kyiv region, through 

the implementation of the "On a par with everyone" 

information campaign during the summer / fall of 2020. 

The results of the project are the launch of the TV project 

"On a par with everyone" in the number of 25 programs, 

the issue of 2000 brochures entitled "We live ON A PAR 

WITH EVERYONE. Brovary 2020. ”and holding two art 

workshops for creative children with disabilities at the 

Brovary City Council Inclusive Resource Center.

Inclusive-resource Center 

of Brovary City Council of 

Kyiv region 499735,72 499735,72



3INC31-2202 Inclusive Arts LOT 3 Inclusive Society  Individual

Перформативне 

та сценічне 

мистецтво Equality Theater

The "Equality Theater" project is aimed at socializing and 

integrating visually impaired people into the cultural 

process, at increasing the level of tolerance of people with 

disabilities in society by creating a literary and musical 

composition (based on the works of poetess Svitlana 

Travneva), where will play people with visual impairments. 

The audience will see the performance with closed eyes, 

and the quad-audio technology will allow the viewer to 

feel movement of sound in space even in the dark. The 

performance will be shown in cities Bar, Vinnytsia, 

Kamenets-Podolsky, Lviv. Also will be created the book 

with print Braille-elements. Bar city council 500000 500000

3INC31-2815 Inclusive Arts LOT 3 Inclusive Society  Individual Audiovisual Arts

Creation saved them. 

Success story

The success story have the great power, the example 

power - do like me, move in the right direction and you`re 

going to be fine. The heroes of the massive information 

campaign  «Creation saved them. Success story» are 

people with no restrictions in art despite physical limits. 

The artist who paint without hand. The theatre of the 

children of the sun. The blind vocal group that sings with 

soul. The dramatic actor who turned his motion defect into 

creative feature. Art to the touch - bead weaving with 

smartphone for sand-blind... Our heroes' stories will 

inspire many Ukrainians to create, pursue their goals, and 

will change the attitude of many ordinary citizens to  

cultural product created by people with disabilities.

KHERSON PLUS 

PRODUCTION, LIMITED 

LIABILITY COMPANY 499958 499958

3INC31-3331 Inclusive Arts LOT 3 Inclusive Society  Individual Cultural Heritage

Cultural products of 

Rivne region – space 

without limits

NGO Regional Development Centre “Triada” and all-

Ukrainian NGO "Generation of Successful Action" designed 

a project on the adaptation of the cultural products of 

Rivne region to the needs of people with visual disabilities 

and hearing difficulties. Project implies following activities: 

1 informative-motivational workshop for 35 providers of 

cultural services, 1 training for 10 providers of cultural 

services, 5 strategic sessions, adapting of 5 cultural objects 

to the needs of people with disabilities and designing 5 

excursions with the package of complementary adapted 

materials, designing a video-lesson on sign language and 

informative-methodological recommendations concerning 

adaptation algorithm which are intended to be in open 

access

NGO Regional 

Development Centre 

“Triada” 485585 485585



3INC31-3518 Inclusive Arts LOT 3 Inclusive Society  Individual Дизайн та мода

Fashion party «We 

are in a trend»

In three cities of Ukraine, three Ukrainian designers will 

design and sew clothes for thirty children and young 

people, including  those with Down syndrome. Three 

collections of clothing will be presented in Kherson at the 

Fashion party "We are in trend". Each of thirty participants 

will show clothing, confidence, talent and creativity. This 

event is very important not only for families who raise 

children with special needs, but also for the whole society.  

Society must become accustomed to the fact that special 

children are among us, and their participation in such 

events should become a norm. During the event, a photo 

exhibition of photos of participants of the project will be 

presented. All participants get clothes and photos for 

memory.

Non-governmental 

organization  "Kherson 

regional organization for 

supporting children with 

Down syndrome and their 

families "Sunny children of 

Kherson region" 298873 298873

3INC31-3570 Inclusive Arts LOT 3 Inclusive Society  Individual Visual arts Sound

There is a stereotype that hearing people with hearing 

impairments are incapable of understanding the world of 

sounds and have no attitude or opinion about it. A baby's 

cry, broken plates, waves in a puddle or rustling fallen 

leaves - doesn't all this matter to the hearing impaired 

person? Our goal is to create a multimedia photo exhibit of 

hearing impaired people that reflects the different sides of 

the sound (what it looks like, what it sounds like and how 

does it feel like) that can convince our society that the 

most important thing is to b able to feel a the hearing 

impairemnt won’t be an obstacle to happiness.

Non-governmental 

organisation "Vidchui" 535100 498500

3INC31-3609 Inclusive Arts LOT 3 Inclusive Society  Individual Visual arts

Modern Inclusive 

Creative Studio for 

Youth: "MICS 4U" 2.0

The project "MICS 4U" aims to promote respect for people 

with disabilities and their rights in society through the 

education of Chernihiv youth with disabilities and the 

creation and support of cultural themes dedicated to 

inclusion. Our project involves working with young people 

in four areas: painting and art therapy; photography; 

illustration; motivation. This will help them promote their 

creative ideas, get involved in community life, and spread 

knowledge of social issues, including those issues related 

to people with disabilities. The created studio will continue 

to work even after the project is completed, which will 

ensure sustainability and long-lasting results.

Communal Institution 

"Chernihiv Oblast Youth 

Center" of Chernihiv 

Regional Council 497786 497786



3INC31-3626 Inclusive Arts LOT 3 Inclusive Society  Individual Cultural Heritage

From inclusion 

museum to inclusion 

community

Create a model for the development of inclusive local 

community initiatives at the museum level. To establish 

cooperation between museums of Kharkiv region and local 

communities (10 museums and 10 communities, common 

training), to learn to evaluate the potential for 

development of inclusion, to identify needs, to draw up a 

plan of work on implementation of inclusion (10 plans), to 

involve local and regional partners. Attracting local 

business and donors' attention to the needs of museums in 

the topic of inclusion. Development of cooperation 

networks at regional level. Promoting the social and 

community role of museums. Provision of individual 

museums with inclusive audio guides (3 guides in 2 

languages)) and other materials (stands, printing, other).

Kharkiv Regional 

Foundation "Public 

Alternative" 457450 457450

3INC31-5338 Inclusive Arts LOT 3 Inclusive Society  Individual

Перформативне 

та сценічне 

мистецтво

Theater is not for 

everyone, but for you

Adaptation of performances for complete perception of 

information for people with visual and hearing 

impairments. The aim of the project is to provide free 

access to the theater arts and to create comfortable 

conditions for people with disabilities to visit the theater. 

The result is a tolerant society, accessible art, formulation 

of examples and experiences for project implementation in 

other theaters.

Kyiv Academic Drama 

Theater on Podil 498294,16 498294,16

3INC31-5597 Inclusive Arts LOT 3 Inclusive Society  Individual Visual arts From Heart to Heart

The aim of the project is involving children with 

developmental difficulties in cultural life of the society, 

encouraging socialization and national self-identification of 

such children, and also popularizing inclusion among large 

segments of the people. In the project's boundaries there 

will be held a number of art-therapeutic classes for 

children with special educational needs. It is planned to 

organize a competition among the students of specialized 

educational institutions.  Basing on the best works of the 

children, young Ukrainian designers (also on a competition 

basis) will design art-posters and iconography to launch a 

large information campaign and draw attention of the 

society to the problems of inclusion in Ukraine. It is 

planned to organize an exhibition of posters, to publish 

promomaterials and an art-book for free distribution in 

state hospitals, libraries, schools, etc. Sokolova Iryna Vasylivna 491720 491720



3INC31-5726 Inclusive Arts LOT 3 Inclusive Society  Individual

Cultural and 

Creative Industries

World of special 

people

Cultural and Educational Project «World of Special People» 

aims to socialize children with disabilities in an inclusive 

space, to foster respect for the rights and freedoms of 

people with disabilities in society, to foster the 

development of skills of working with inclusive audiences 

through educational and artistic practices and 

development of society and society children with special 

educational needs. The project envisages a number of 

measures to familiarize a wide audience with the features 

of improving the interaction of parents and their special 

children, the features of creating an inclusive society in the 

educational space, overcoming emotional burnout in the 

inclusive educational space, empathic perception of people 

with developmental characteristics. According to the 

results of the activities, an instrumental guide for parents 

of children with special needs is expected.

Khmelnytskyi National 

University 499996,03 499996,03

3INC31-5813 Inclusive Arts LOT 3 Inclusive Society  Individual Cultural Heritage

Online courses 

"Universal design in 

objects of cultural 

heritage"

The aim is to enhancing access to cultural heritage for 

persons with disabilities and other low-mobility categories 

of the population through the creation of online courses 

"Universal design in the objects of cultural heritage" Short-

term results -	Unique course with best international 

practice of ensuring the universal design in the object of 

cultural heritage were created  -	Information about the 

online course were distributed to key stakeholders -	The 

course received positive feedback from listeners -	At least 

3,000 students took the course Implementation of 

universal design to cultural heritage will demonstrate 

respect to the cultural rights of all citizens

Kiev Municipal League of 

Public Organizations of 

People with Disabilities 

(SPILKA) 485740 485740

3INC31-5869 Inclusive Arts LOT 3 Inclusive Society  Individual

Перформативне 

та сценічне 

мистецтво "InclART" forum

Children with disabilities, who, however, have enhanced 

natural talents for a particular type of art, as a result of 

vocational training with educators with relevant 

competencies and experience, can then become involved 

in adulthood not only in low-skilled work in specialized 

enterprises, but also become full-time employees of 

musical creative groups, teaching, leading an active social 

life. There should be an adequate number of professional 

teachers in children's music, art, choreography and theater 

schools who have the desire and skills to work with such 

children. To increase their appearance and facilitate the 

work of already practicing inclusive art teachers in the 

Central region of Ukraine, our "InclART" Forum should be 

held Poltava city culture House 454800 295680



3INC31-5877 Inclusive Arts LOT 3 Inclusive Society  Individual Audial arts

Music is important. 

Music is possible.

The project’s aim is promoting inclusion development in 

cultural sector and society in general through creating and 

promoting an art-therapeutic music ensemble for children 

and teenagers with Down syndrome in Kiev region by the 

end of the project. Created art-therapeutic ensemble of 

noise musical instruments will allow children with mental 

disabilities to develop craving for music and find a way of 

social self-realization. Information campaign is important 

component and is implemented through: videos for social 

networks and different media, outdoor advertising. 

Guidelines for teaching children with DS will be developed 

for music educators.

Ukrainian Down Syndrome 

Organization 496510,92 496510,92

3INC31-6059 Inclusive Arts LOT 3 Inclusive Society  Individual

Cultural and 

Creative Industries

Art-inclusive project 

"LIMITLESS"

Purpose of the project: to create inclusive theatrical 

performances with the participation of persons with 

disabilities from two boarding schools of Lviv region and to 

create and disseminate audio podcasts on different types 

of disability, inclusivity, human rights, etc., to promote the 

formation of values of non-discrimination in the society, 

acceptance and involvement of people with disabilities to 

social processes and to the arts and culture in particular. 

We also strive to attend various cultural events through 

participation in the play. We also organize art therapy 

sessions, assist in the socialization and development of the 

personal skills of people with disabilities who have lived all 

their lives in isolated institutions - boarding homes and 

prepare them for leaving the institution. At the same time, 

we will work to create an inclusive niche in the theater arts.

Charitable Foundation 

Ukrainian Galician 

Foundation 640136 499720

3INC31-6242 Inclusive Arts LOT 3 Inclusive Society  Individual

Перформативне 

та сценічне 

мистецтво

Creating an inclusive 

hub

Objective of the project is to Enhance access to cultural 

and social life and create opportunities for personal 

cultural development for persons with disabilities through 

the creation of inclusive CAB in Lutsk as a platform for 

artistic and cultural communication and cohesion, the 

implementation of inclusive creative projects, interaction 

through creativity.

Charity Fund "Igor Palits 

Foundation "Only 

Together" 846003,96 494735,96

3INC31-6381 Inclusive Arts LOT 3 Inclusive Society  Individual Cultural Heritage ProMind

The project involves the development and launch of a 

software application, a mobile application that contains 

digital materials for teaching children with cerebral palsy 

and joining them to masterpieces of culture and art.

СHARITABLE 

FOUNDATION 

"FOUNDATION FOR THE 

FUTURE " 475200 475200



3INC31-6414 Inclusive Arts LOT 3 Inclusive Society  Individual Visual arts

Read. Listen. Watch: 

Pro art

Development of the conditions of inclusion of disabled 

people into cultural and social life, creating opportunities 

to access artistic assets.  The idea of inclusion realizes 

through a dialogue between persons with and without 

disabilities by arrangement of an inclusive mobile art-

space in the public library as a "third place in community 

life".  Within the project, an educational art exhibition 

displaying posters of disabled artists with brief information 

and audio interpretations will be prepared. A project 

combines 10 tactile 2D-paintings and 10 video versions in 

sign language. The Fluid Art inclusive master classes for 

mixed groups and awareness-raising campaigns will be 

organized.

NGO "Rivne Regional 

Branch of the Ukrainian 

Library Association" 247603 247603

3INC31-6456 Inclusive Arts LOT 3 Inclusive Society  Individual Cultural Heritage Return from Darkness

Olga Skorokhodova is a outstanding Ukrainian writer and 

scientist whose name is practically forgotten in Ukraine. 

Skorokhodova wrote all her works being deaf and blind. 

We would like to return Olga Skorokhodova's name and 

her cultural heritage to Ukraine through the practical using 

of her educational and artistic methods. Skorokhodiya's life 

is a brilliant example of a success story of a person with a 

serious disability. Skorokhodova's cultiral heritage includes 

a unique method of cognition the world that coul be used 

as an uncommon artistic practice. To do this, we are going 

to translate and publish Skorokhodova's book (that book 

will also include a detailed biography of Skorokhodova), 

hold an inclusive artistic residency (for artists with and 

without disabilities) and hold a series of information 

events (presentations in different cities of Ukraine and the 

USA).

GO "Kherson Regional 

Department of 

Sociological Association of 

Ukraine" 499690,14 499690,14

3INC31-6679 Inclusive Arts LOT 3 Inclusive Society  Individual Audiovisual Arts Art without borders

The aim of the program is to promote the creativity of 

Ukrainian artists - people with disabilities through an 

information campaign, namely television. It is planned to 

conduct an interview with the Ukrainian artists with 

disabilities (writers, musicians, artists, sculptors) within the 

framework of the television program, to present products 

of their creativity. Thus, people with the special necessities 

will appear for society as talented, successful, multifaceted 

and open-minded individuals. . It will assist forming of 

positive image of a person with a disability and open up 

new facets of Ukrainian art to the public. The tasks of the 

program are to familiarize Ukrainian society with the 

specifics perception of the world of special artists - people 

with disabilities.

Media-Inform Information 

Agency, Limited Liability 

Company 180560 180560



3INC31-6716 Inclusive Arts LOT 3 Inclusive Society  Individual Visual arts

The art of eco-living 

in an inclusive 

society: “Let’s find a 

friend”

Our goal is to ecologically involve children and young 

people with inclusion in society, to display and reflect the 

environment by means of art. During inclusive art-

residences in comfortable atmosphere, accompanied by 

psychologists and with the help of artists, low-socialized 

children with disabilities will be able to express themselves 

in works of painting, installations. Next, the works of 

young artists will appear at training exhibitions, where 

specialists will help them and visitors to communicate, 

finding friends through common topics in creativity. During 

these exhibitions, more socialized artists with inclusion will 

hold workshops for ordinary people. At the conclusion of 

the project, children with disabilities use digital 

technologies to create a site with works of artists with 

inclusion and a telegram channel for communication. Ecosense 429110 367000

3INC31-6790 Inclusive Arts LOT 3 Inclusive Society  Individual Visual arts

Visualization 

Education Studio - 

Skills Developing of  

Work with Inclusive 

Audience through 

Arts Educational 

Practices

The project purpose is to promote the introduction of 

innovative educational and art practices of visualization 

into work with inclusive audiences in Ukraine by organizing   

  the Pedagogical Education Studio for educators, 

volunteers, psychologists, social workers and other 

persons working with people with disabilities. Objectives: 

1) to create relevant competencies in the target audience 

for visual communication practices. 2) to motivate project 

participants to scale their visualization education skills and 

conduct their own lessons for an inclusive audience with 

the practical use of the tools they have acquired during 

training. 3) raise awareness of Ukrainian society with 

visualization cultural and artistic practices in work with 

inclusive audiences. Syla Krainy 479516 479516

3INC31-6889 Inclusive Arts LOT 3 Inclusive Society  Individual

 Literature and 

publishing “Special Reading”

In the project's boundaries we are planning to publish 

three Ukrainian folk tales in a large font, in Braille, as 

comics and using pictograms, and also as audio materials 

provided with a QR-code. Among the participants of the 

project there are artists, littérateurs, teachers, experts, 

representatives of the public sector, responsible for 

developing inclusive environment in Ukraine.  The main 

aim of the project is to give children with special 

educational needs the possibility to read quality books in 

an easy-to-read format, because all of us are different and 

apprehend the same information in different ways. These 

books are planned to be presented at the Lviv Book Forum 

and after that distributed for free in the libraries an 

educational institutions of Ukraine attended by children 

with special educational needs.

Imprints & Publishing 

Houses: Ranok 495500 495500



3INC31-6910 Inclusive Arts LOT 3 Inclusive Society  Individual Audial arts

"Unlimited music": 

The doorway of the 

inclusive mystical 

center to the 

community of the 

Nikolsky district, 

Donetsk region

The doorway to a comfortable medium for Mystetsky's 

development of children and matured with spe cial needs - 

meshkantsіv Nіkolsky district. (Usunny reantange, 

stimulation of special reach in the areas of mystical 

dyalnosti. Secured social and pedagogical seizure of people 

with special needs.) The doorway to the private access to 

the mystical mystery. The power of Mystetsky’s 

contribution to realizing the commitment to the 

particularities of the students, due to the manifestation of 

the official program of the necessary technical concerns 

and the provision of real security.  The building of the 

inclusive Mystetsky center for young people with special 

needs at the base of innovative young centers in the 

population centers of the Nikolsky district (smt Nikolske, 

village of Zarya, village of Kalchik, village of Kremenivka, 

village of Temryuk) 3. Group meetings for the exclusive 

mystical children and young people at the Nicholas District 

School of Music. D.K. Patrichі 4. Conducting of high-end 

mass visits to the base of the young innovation centers of 

the Nicholas district.

Communal mortgage 

Nіkolska district music 

school im. D.K. Patrichі 413630,36 359830,36

3INC31-7041 Inclusive Arts LOT 3 Inclusive Society  Individual Visual arts

Inclusive professional 

education

Zaporizhia higher vocational school is the only one in 

Zaporizhia oblast since has been working on the program 

of inclusive vocational education; enables people with 

special needs to get the artistic profile professions.  The 

purpose of the project is to provide a high quality inclusive 

educational environment for people with special 

educational needs, disabilities; to promote the 

development of skills of working with inclusive groups in 

the teaching staff; creation of conditions for dissemination 

of educational, artistic practices in the organization of 

inclusive vocational education.  Results: providing study 

rooms with modern equipment; teachers' readiness for 

inclusive education

Zaporizhzhya higher 

vocational school 197655 197655

3INC31-7110 Inclusive Arts LOT 3 Inclusive Society  Individual Audial arts

Movies for the 

Visually Impaired 

people

The project Movies for the Visually Impaired People is 

aimed to enhance the opportunities for people with low 

vision or blindness to choose active cultural life and ways 

of spending leisure time, including cinema-going along 

with everybody. As a result, the audiodescription will be 

created for five movies to be released in 2020. The visually 

impaired will have access to movies at the cinemas 

through the mobile app. In addition, audiofiles on the 

special online platform will allow watching movies for free 

when they are on open access terms. Fight for Right NGO 498800 498800

3INC31-7121 Inclusive Arts LOT 3 Inclusive Society  Individual Audiovisual Arts

Delphic Marathon: 

The other reality of 

Art

The project aims to involve as much of society as possible 

in understanding the cultural and artistic needs of people 

with visual and hearing impairments Travel Agency VD-Travel 413826 413826



3INC31-7302 Inclusive Arts LOT 3 Inclusive Society  Individual Visual arts Imagine and shape.

Imagine and Shape aims to stimulate inclusive and creative 

education in Lviv. Art education is usually out of reach for 

many people with disabilities. The project provides visually 

impaired people with an opportunity to learn how to 

sculpt, implement their ideas in shapes and feel their 

creativity through touch. The first initiative of the project is 

to host sculpture classes at the Lviv boarding school for 

children with visual disabilities. The classes teach children 

how to work with shapes, reproduce forms and visualize 

their ideas in the form of a sculpture. This tactile craft can 

help improve children’s ability to use the Braille writing 

system. The project also hosts inclusive sculpture 

workshops for adults that are open to everyone with a 

desire to learn sculpture, both people with and without 

visual disabilities, with the aim of learning and creating in 

an inclusive way. In the future, the Lviv Hub is looking to 

develop a comprehensive and inclusive training course to 

provide anyone with an opportunity to learn sculpture. The 

Global Shapers Lviv Hub aims to teach 50 children during 

the first semester of the project execution and 50 adults 

over three months. Taras Popovych 142784,67 142784,67

3INC32-6696 Inclusive Arts LOT 3 Inclusive Society National Visual arts

Psychological 

rehabilitation of 

women with 

disabilities through art

Involvement of women with disabilities who have 

undergone breast cancer in artistic practices (dance, 

photography) to preserve and restore their physical, 

mental and emotional potential by performing dance and 

phototherapy activities, enhancing the motivation of other 

patients (outside the project) to restore health and raising 

awareness of healthy women about breast cancer 

screening.

NON-GOVERNMENTAL 

ORGANIZATION "THE 

RESOURCE CENTER 

"MAIBUTTIA" 537480 429984


